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Nowadays, thermal energy storage (TES) is gaining a crucial role in the development
of highly efficient thermal energy systems [1]. This topic is stimulating a growing interest
in the scientific community, in many cases by borrowing and using, in a new and prof-
itable way, the research results obtained in the field of heat pumps and thermally driven
systems [2,3]. The proper use of TES systems can facilitate the effective exploitation of
renewable energies, allowing the mismatch between energy production and demand for dis-
continuous energy sources and/or variable loads to be overcome. Moreover, special classes
of TES systems, based on sorption or chemical reactions, can enable the long-term storage of
renewable heat. The thermochemical technology is based on a reversible reaction occurring
between two components, and it is associated with higher amounts of energy stored with
respect to systems based on sensible heat [4]. Furthermore, it can effectively support the
operation and integration of renewables in local smart grids. To prove this interesting
feature, in [5] the authors reviewed the state of the art of theoretical, experimental and
numerical studies available in the literature on thermochemical thermal energy storage
systems and their use in power-to-heat applications, with a focus on applications with
renewable energy sources to serve energy grids. The authors highlighted the advantages
of the technology: flexibility, load management, power quality, continuous power supply
and enhanced use of variable renewable energy sources. Such features are considered
crucial elements to increase the commercial profitability of these storage systems. Even-
tually the authors introduced specific challenges, i.e., life span and stability of storage
material, and high cost of power-to-heat/thermochemical systems, as aspects to increase
the technology readiness level.

Thermochemical TES systems, especially those based on sorption processes, can allow
the design and implementation of unprecedented solutions for mobile applications. In [6]
we demonstrated, through an experimental activity, the feasibility of a compact system for
cold storage for mobile commercial applications. In our work, we described the realization
and testing of two different types of cold storage based on two innovative adsorbent
reactors: a pelletized adsorber filled with commercial FAM Z02 zeolite, and a composite
adsorber based on an aluminum porous structure and a SAPO-34 coating. The application
of the specific testing procedure allowed the characterization of the prototypes under cold
storage mode for mobile refrigeration purposes. Results showed that the prototypes can
store up to 580 Wh, with an average power during the discharging phase that ranges from
200 to 820 W and an energy efficiency of 0.3, thus revealing promising opportunities for
future further developments.

However, such future developments must be supported by proper research carried
out at material and system levels. For instance, solving issues related to adsorbent mate-
rial or the investigation of new classes of zeolites can support research on more efficient,
compact and lightweight sorption TES. To this aim, the authors of [7] proposed a novel
silicone–SAPO34 composite material obtained through a mold foaming process activated
by a dehydrogenative coupling reaction between siloxane compounds, for application in
adsorption TES systems. A series of analyses and measurements of the mechanical proper-
ties demonstrated quite a homogeneous open-cell structure and good structural stability of
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the foam. Moreover, the authors demonstrated that the presence of the polymeric fraction
does not affect the adsorption capacity of the composite adsorbent. Finally, the authors
compared the properties of the foam with those of other adsorbent materials, confirming its
possible use in thermal energy storage systems.

Research at the system level provides useful information about achievable perfor-
mance by integrating adsorption TES in real contexts, such as buildings and solar systems
for domestic or residential purposes.

The authors of [8] investigated the theoretical limits of sorption TES, first facing
the classification of thermochemical heat storages, then studying their thermodynamics.
They observed that the reaction enthalpy value only varies slightly for one mole of water,
thus deriving the following conclusions on the energy efficiency of closed and open TES:
(i) the energy required for evaporation of water is, at least, 65% of the available energy
of the reaction; (ii) the maximum theoretical energy efficiency of the system is about 1.8.
Based on those results, they calculated that a perfect thermochemical heat storage system
would store up to 12 times more energy compared with conventional water storage with a
temperature difference of 50 ◦C, thus confirming that this solution is definitely competitive.

In [9], the authors presented a numerical study on the performance of a solar domestic
sorption TES module operating in seven different world locations. The authors optimized
the TES configuration for the Portuguese climate and then calculated its performance
by varying latitude, operating conditions and solar collector tilt angle. They proved the
effectiveness of the system by implementing a dynamical model and numerical simulations
and by using the reduction in the annual energy consumption of a backup heater as a
benchmark. The results showed that the best performances were obtained in locations
where winter and summer are clearly defined, especially locations where winters are
colder, and with the inclination angles of solar collectors being larger than the local latitude,
except for locations with low latitudes, where the inclination angles of solar collectors are
not so relevant to the system performance.

Finally, in [10] the authors proposed a novel adsorption TES system based on water
and zeolite 13X for industrial applications. Their unconventional scheme was conceived
so that steam production and condensation, during adsorption and desorption processes,
occur in the same vacuum reactor, where the zeolite is heated and cooled. They also
attempted to preliminarily assess the energy performance using numerical simulations
and experiments. To this aim, they constructed a reduced-scale prototype: the limited
experimental campaign produced data for the validation of the simplified model of the
adsorption/desorption processes. However, the experimental campaign and the simulative
activities carried out by the authors highlighted some critical issues of their system, thus in-
dicating a lack of a suitable preliminary experimental activity, and a deep comprehension
of the phenomena involved.
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Abstract: Power systems in the future are expected to be characterized by an increasing penetration
of renewable energy sources systems. To achieve the ambitious goals of the “clean energy
transition”, energy storage is a key factor, needed in power system design and operation as well
as power-to-heat, allowing more flexibility linking the power networks and the heating/cooling
demands. Thermochemical systems coupled to power-to-heat are receiving an increasing attention
due to their better performance in comparison with sensible and latent heat storage technologies,
in particular, in terms of storage time dynamics and energy density. In this work, a comprehensive
review of the state of art of theoretical, experimental and numerical studies available in literature
on thermochemical thermal energy storage systems and their use in power-to-heat applications is
presented with a focus on applications with renewable energy sources. The paper shows that a series
of advantages such as additional flexibility, load management, power quality, continuous power
supply and a better use of variable renewable energy sources could be crucial elements to increase
the commercial profitability of these storage systems. Moreover, specific challenges, i.e., life span
and stability of storage material and high cost of power-to-heat/thermochemical systems must be
taken in consideration to increase the technology readiness level of this emerging concept of energy
systems integration.

Keywords: thermochemical storage; sorption heat storage; power-to-heat; power grid support

1. Introduction

Decarbonization of the power sector, increase of energy efficiency and energy security are the major
focus of several policies to achieve ambitious climate targets in the next years [1,2]. In the evolution
of the energy systems, renewable energy sources (RES) play a major role towards the achievement
of environmental sustainability [3–5]. Due to their stochastic nature, however, renewable energies
are not programmable so their energy generation is usually not adjusted in order to match electricity
demands [6,7]. To guarantee the stability of the power grids, the instant balance of temporal and spatial
mismatch between generation and loads can be achieved introducing flexible elements in the power
networks [8–13]. Flexibility is defined as the capability to balance rapid changes in power generation
according to Bertsch et al. [14] or variation and uncertainty in net load according to Denholm et al. [15].
Several definitions of flexibility can be found in the literature [15–18].

Power-to-heat (PtH), based on the conversion of electricity into heat and its reverse process
Heat-to-Power (HtP), are well recognized processes among the most mature demand-side management
(DSM) options [19–21].

Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 3142; doi:10.3390/app10093142 www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci5
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These techniques are particularly promising to provide renewable energy integration, power grid
flexibility [12,13,22,23] and power sector decarbonization contributing to a better utilization of existing
assets supporting the RES penetration into the electricity supply mix [24–29].

Thermal energy storage systems (TESs) can be effective in improving the mismatch between
energy generation and use in terms of time, temperature, power or site leading to an increase of the
overall efficiency and reliability [30–34]. Reduced investment and running costs, lower pollution and
less greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions are some of the advantages connected to the use of these
technologies [35,36] including: sensible, latent and thermochemical storage [37–41].

Coupling thermal energy storage to a PtH technology to provide flexibility to the power system
is a promising option of the demand-side management strategies currently investigated [42,43]. In
particular, turning surplus of variable renewable electricity (VRE) into heat to be stored as thermal energy
offers a significant additional flexibility with a great potential in stabilizing the grid voltage [42,44]. In
particular, during off-peak times, heating or cooling can be generated by thermal energy and then used
during peak-hours flattening the customer’s load profile [45]. In this way, customers can have a more
efficient system and also be cost-efficient. They can take advantage of different electricity prices during
peak and off-peak hours and for utilities that can spread the demand over the whole day [46,47].

Several studies examine the coupling of thermal storage with power-to-heat systems (PtHs) for
several purposes, e.g., buffering, heating and cooling, transport of residual heat [48–50]. In general,
small-scale PtH and TES applications can be applied in the residential and commercial sectors while
large scale are mainly focus on industrial applications such as district heating grids [51,52].

Storage devices have great advantages not only in terms of flexibility of the entire power
system [53,54] but also in terms of economic profitability with higher efficiency and cost effectiveness
of the power grid as shown in the studies of Christidis et al. [55] and Jamshid et al. [56]. In a recent
study (2020) Meroueh and Chen [57] provided a detailed analysis on the potential from TESs to provide
a cost-effective solution for grid level integration in the near term for renewable-based plants. Several
studies show the potential of heat pumps and thermal energy storages in terms of load shifting, energy
consumption and increasing self-sufficiency [58–62].

This work is focused on thermochemical thermal energy storage (TCTES) systems coupled with
PtH technologies. In particular, the aim is to provide a comprehensive review on the state of art of
thermochemical thermal energy storage systems (TCTESs) and their applications in PtH technologies,
including theoretical, experimental and numerical studies. Recent advancements and their potential
perspectives will be discussed.

This review is structured as follows. In Section 2 a classification of storage system is reported.
Section 3 is a review of the state of art of both sorption and chemical reaction TCES processes and the
related main operation processes. Section 4 includes a general description of PtH technologies and an
analysis of recent case studies on the application of TCTES systems. Section 5 presents the conclusions
of this paper.

Power-to-Heat Technologies: Classification

Power-to-heat (PtH) is the classification including all devices that perform the conversion of
electricity into heat. It is one of the most relevant flexibility options of the DSM [63,64]. With the aim to
ensure the integration of the renewables, PtH technologies (PtHs) are considered crucial sources of
system flexibility [65]. PtHs contribute to both a better utilization of existing assets and use of temporary
renewable surplus generation [65]. When there is an excess of generation, electricity is converted into
heat, in this way, additional power in the situations of increased load, is provided contributing, in the
same time, to peak shaving, load shifting and energy conservation [66]. Turning surplus of electricity
into heat, including thermal energy storage, offers a significant additional flexibility with a great
potential in stabilizing the power grid [67,68]. The conversion into thermal energy can be performed
through centralized and decentralized options. According to Olsthoorn et al. [69] in the centralized
option the electricity is converted into heat at a location far from the point of actual heat demand. By
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district heating systems (DHS) heat is distributed through pipelines to its use. In contrast, according
to Lund et al. [70] in the decentralized approach the conversion is in a point right or very close the
location of heat demand. Heat is distributed without districting networks. A schematic example of the
power-to-heat concept is shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1. Schematic concept of power-to-heat technologies.

DHS are considered particularly promising due to several advantages in energy production,
distribution and consumption, especially for space heating applications [71,72]. In particular, the
systems using RES have the advantage that renewable technologies can be placed on the energy
supplier side in the actual distribution network or be installed on individual buildings [73–75]. In
literature, district heating networks are commonly described as one of the most effective solution
towards a low-carbon feature [76–81]. Lund et al. [12] in a review of nearly four hundred studies on
energy flexibility showed that the interaction between the electricity and district heating sectors is a
promising option for increasing energy system flexibility. Heat pumps (HPs) and resistive heaters are
the main centralized technologies to draw electricity from the grid to generate heat to be connected to
the thermal storage [73].

According to Lund et al. [70] in the decentralized approach the conversion occurs at a site very close
to the location of heat demand without networks, grids and piping. The decentralized technologies
have several advantages in energy production, distribution and consumption, in particular, providing
a sustainable, economical and future-proof solution for heating large spaces [82,83]. A common
classification of the decentralized options is among technologies combined with thermal energy,
referred as thermal energy storage coupled heating, and technologies without energy storage, referred
as direct heating [26]. Heat pumps, resistive boilers, smart electric thermal storage, fans, radiators are
examples of the more widely used decentralized power-to-heat technologies [63,84–87]. Electric boilers
are the cheapest alternative due to their low investment costs and can be switched on and off at low
cost [88]. HPs enable flexibility in smart grid operations [59,85,89]. However, HPs usually function as
a base load technology due to their higher efficiencies [90–92]. To further reduce energy use during
operation, waste heat from industrial processes or renewable heat sources can be used as heat source
with the advantage that they are not dependent from weather conditions and temperature fluctuations,
like for example solar and ground sources. In this way heat generation is more stable and better suited
as input for HPs [93,94].

HPs used for power-to-heat applications are electrically driven because electricity is used to
lift low exergetic heat to a higher temperature and consequently higher exergy level by running a
vapor compression cycle [89,95,96]. Electricity renewable is an option to reduce the use of fossil
fuel [97,98]. During periods of low demand and high renewable energy generation, the excess of
electricity can be converted into heat and stored in TESs [99]. In contrast, the stored energy is released
when demand is high and renewable power production is low [100–102]. In this way, HPs contribute
to peak shaving, load shifting and energy conservation with benefits not only to the decarbonizing of
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the heating sector but also in the improving the capacity utilization of renewable power generation
infrastructures [87,103]. In literature several examples of heat pumps coupled to TES systems, mainly
sensible storage systems, are proposed [104–108]. These devices can both provide flexibility to the
power system and increase the use of electricity from renewables plants [108–110]. The capacity of the
thermal storage is limited by the maximum condenser temperature of the heat pump coupled. Thus,
the maximum state of charge is attained when a predefined temperature in the storage is reached [87].

2. Classification of Thermal Storage Systems

Storage technologies can be classified with respect to underlining heat storage principle into:
sensible, latent and thermochemical [82,111].

Sensible thermal energy storage (STES) is based on storing thermal energy by cooling or heating
of a liquid/solid storage medium. Sensible heat determines a temperature linear change (increase
or decrease) in the thermal storage material, without changing its chemical composition or phase.
Sensible heat Qs depends on the temperature change and the specific heat capacity of the storage
material. The amount of energy stored (J) is as followed (1):

Qs = mcpΔT (1)

where:

• m is the mass of the storage medium (kg);
• cp is the heat capacity of the storage medium (J/(kg K));
• ΔT is the temperature difference (◦C).

It is important for sensible heat storage systems to use a heat storage material having high specific
heat, good thermal conductivity, long-term stability under thermal cycling, compatibility with its
containment, recyclability, a low CO2 footprint and low cost [112]. Sensible heat storage is most widely
used in building applications [30].

Latent thermal energy storage (LTES) is based on storing heat into a storage medium undergoing
a phase transition [113]. Thermal storage materials store their latent heat during phase change from
solid to liquid. The latent heat is stored without a temperature change. The amount of energy stored (J)
is as followed (2):

Ql = mΔh (2)

where:

• Δh is the melting or phase change enthalpy (J/kg).

Micro-encapsulated paraffin based phase change materials PCMs or water-based ice-storage are
among methods most suitable can be used [114].

Thermochemical or sorption thermal energy storage (TCTES) recovers the reaction enthalpy
involved in a reversible chemical/adsorption reaction [115]. According to Scapino et al. [36] the
chemical reaction takes place between a sorbent, which is typically a liquid or solid, and a sorbate,
which is, e.g., a vapor. During the charging process, a heat source is used to induce an endothermic
reaction, the sorbent and sorbate are separated. The chemical/physical energy of the two components
can then be stored separately. During the discharging process, an exothermic reaction occurs and heat
stored is recovered.

Characteristics of Thermal Storage Systems

The following features can be used to characterize an energy storage system [21,116,117]:

• Storage period defines how long the energy is stored (i.e., hours, days, weeks);

8
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• Power defines how fast the energy stored in the system can be charged and discharged. In
particular, power capacity (W) is the maximum amount of power that can be delivered by the
storage system during discharging while Power density (W/l) is the ratio between the power
capacity and the capacity of the energy storage system;

• Energy storage capacity or energy capacity is defined as the amount of energy absorbed in the
storage system during the charging process under nominal conditions. The quantity of stored
energy in the system after it is charged depends on the storage process, storage medium and size
of the system;

• Energy density or volumetric heat capacity is defined as the ratio between the stored energy and
the volume of the energy storage system;

• Charge and discharge time defines how much time is needed to charge or discharge the system.
The maximum number of charge-discharge cycles in the specified conditions is defined as the
cycling capacity or number of cycles;

• Self-discharge is the amount of energy initially stored and dissipated over a specified non-use time;
• Efficiency is the ratio of the energy provided to the user to the energy needed to charge the storage

system. It accounts for the energy losses during the storage period and the charge/discharge cycle;
• Response time is defined as the speed with which the energy is absorbed or released [h];
• Cycle life refers to how many times the storage system releases the energy after each recharge;
• Costs are indicators to define the overall cost normalized on the total amount of capacity (€/kWh)

or power (€/kW). They are capital costs, and operation and maintenance costs of the storage
equipment during its lifetime;

• Cost per output (useful) energy is the ratio of the cost per unit energy divided by the
storage efficiency;

• Cost per cycle is defined as the cost per unit energy divided by the cycle life.

Typical values of the above-cited parameters for thermal energy storage technologies are reported
in Table 1. With respect to the storage period, TES methods are referred as short-term when heat input
and output occur within an interval of several hours or days and, instead, as long-term if the time
frame is within an interval of few months or even a whole season [118]. In contrast to STES and LTES,
TCTES are particularly suitable for long term storage [119]. The reason is that during the storage
phase there are no significant energy losses (no self-discharge) [23]. STES and LTES require insulation
systems during storage and thus, to avoid thermal losses, heat cannot be stored for a long time [21].
Despite its seasonal storage potential, TCTES for hot/cold demand is still in early development with
few prototype set-ups [120].

Storage energy density is a crucial factor to select a thermal energy storage system for a particular
application [121]. Because of its potentially higher energy storage density—5 to 10 times higher than
latent heat storage system and sensible heat storage system respectively [112]—TCTES is receiving an
increasing attention in several domains [122]. High energy density makes thermochemical thermal
energy storage systems (TCTESs) such more compact energy systems so their use, reducing the volume
of the system, could be very effective in the situations whereas space constraints are significant [123].

Table 1. Parameters of thermal energy storage systems (TESs) [122,123].

TES System Capacity (kWh/t) Power (MW) Efficiency (%) Storage Period Cost (€/kWh)

Sensible 10–50 0.001–10.0 50–90 days/months 0.1–10
Latent 50–100 0.001–1.0 75–90 hours/months 10–50

Thermochemical 120–250 0.01–1.0 75–100 hours/days 8–100

A further simplified economic comparison shows that STES is less expensive than LTES and
TCTES. High capital costs are among disadvantages that make TCTESs not widely available in the
market [119].
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3. Thermochemical Heat Storage: Description of Materials and Processes

A schematic classification of thermochemical heat storage principles is shown in Figure 2. With
respect to type of reaction, thermochemical processes are divided into reversible chemical reactions
and sorption processes [124]. The fixation or capture of a gas or a vapor by a sorbent is referred as
sorption (adsorption and absorption) [125]. In contrast, chemical reactions (solid–gas, solid–liquid) are
characterized by a change in the molecular configuration of the compound involved [125].

 

Figure 2. Thermochemical Heat Storage principles classification.

Some authors, e.g., Yu et al. [126], use the definition sorption storage to indicate both reversible
chemical reactions and sorption processes.

The thermochemical process consists of desorption, storage and sorption [127]. Desorption is the
charging process during which heat, supplied to the storage material, is stored in the form of chemical
potential by breaking the binders between the sorbent and the sorbate [128]. Storage is the phase in
which the sorbent and the sorbate are separated [129]. Sorption is the discharging process aimed at
recovering heat by contacting the sorbent and the sorbate [130].

For desorbing the storage material, any system can be used as heat source. Solar energy [131–133]
or micro combined heat and power (CHP) [134,135] are examples of heat sources.

As an example, Lass-Seyoum et al. [136] used industrial waste heat and heat from CHP systems,
Helden et al. [137] thermal collectors, Zondag H. et al. [138] exhaust air from buildings. Li et al. [139]
developed a thermochemical (sorption) storage system based on use of methanol to recover the heat
from photovoltaic (PV) panels.

3.1. Thermochemical Processes and Materials

According to Y. Ding [125], sorption is the phenomenon of fixation or capture of a gas or a vapor by
a substance in a condensed state. As shown in Figure 2, sorption processes are classified into absorption
and adsorption [140]. According to Nic et al. [141] absorption is defined as “the process of one material
(absorbate) being retained by another (absorbent)”. According to Yu et al. [126], adsorption is defined
as “a phenomenon occurring at the interface between two phases, in which cohesive forces act between
the molecules of all substances irrespective of their state of aggregation”. An important difference is
that absorption occurs at the sorbent molecular level by altering its composition and morphological
structure, adsorption occurs at the surface of the adsorbent [34,142]. As shown in Figure 2, solid/gas
and liquid/gas systems are example of working pairs used for sorption processes.

These processes are used to store both low-grade heat (<100 ◦C) and medium-grade heat
(100–400 ◦C) [143–145]. High kinetics at low temperatures make the sorption processes particularly
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attractive for low-temperature applications such as space heating, domestic hot water preparation or
other low-grade and medium-grade heat uses [7,146–152]. Usually sorption materials are liquid, solid
and composite sorbents [35,153]. Example of working pairs are:

• LiBr solution/H2O [154,155];
• LiCl solution/H2O [156–158];
• LiCl/activated alumina [159,160];
• LiCl/expanded graphite [161];
• LiCl2 solution/H2O [162];
• CaCl2 solution/H2O [163–165];
• Binary sales [166–174];
• Zeolite 13X [175–182], Zeolite 4A [183–189], Zeolite 5A [190,191];
• Aluminophosphates (ALPOs) [192] and Silico-aluminophosphates (SAPOs) [193–195];
• Composite materials made up by the combination of a salt hydrate and an additive with a porous

structure and high thermal conductivity (expanded graphite [196,197], metal foam [198], carbon
fiber [199] and activated carbon [199]).

(ALPOs) and (SAPOs) are among promising examples of sorption materials, in particular,
for low temperature heat storage [200,201]. Among zeolites, Zeolite 13X is one of the most
common thermochemical material in current research due to its hydrothermal and mechanical
stability and corrosion behavior [190]. Example of composite materials are CaCl2-Silica
gel/H2O [202], CaCl2-FeKIL2/H2O [203,204], LiBr-Silica gel/H2O [205], MgSO4-Zeolite/H2O [206,207],
MgSO4-MgCl2-/H2O [208,209].

Chemical reactions are used to store medium (100–400 ◦C) and high (>400 ◦C) grade heat [210–212].
Example of chemical reactions are:

• dehydration of metal hydroxides [213–218];
• dehydration of metal hydrides [219–224];
• dehydration of salt hydrates [151,225–230];
• deammoniation of ammonium chlorides [172,231–233];
• decarboxylation of metal carbonates [121,234–239];
• methane steam reforming [240–242];
• catalytic dissociation [243–245];
• metal oxide redox [246–248].

The interest towards dehydration of metal hydroxides is not recent, e.g., the hydration of MgO
has been extensively studied as early as 1960 [249,250], the dehydration of Ca(OH)2 has found wide
attention as early as 1988. In particular, under support of the National Energy Administration, the
American Pacific Northwest National Laboratory started the research on Ca(OH)2/CaO as energy
storage system [251]. In this context, Liu et al. [251] developed an experimental set up to investigate
thermal cycling stability of the Ca(OH)2/CaO system laying the foundation of applying this system to
practical. A similar experimental set up was developed by Schaube et al. [252].

Ca(OH)2/CaO is among more used systems in chemical processes [253–256]. This system
has numerous advantages, e.g., efficient reaction kinetics [257] and high reaction enthalpy
(104.4 KJ/mol) [258]. It is a very suitable material in thermal storage systems [259], in particular
for high-temperatures (400–600 ◦C) applications [260]. In the context of power-to-heat applications the
usage of Ca(OH)2/CaO thermochemical systems coupled to heat pumps is arousing great investigation
with a particular focus on heat and mass transfer process [261–263].

Also the interest towards metal hydrides is not recent, these thermochemical storage systems
were explored since the mid-1970s [264]. Several applications and different metal hydrides systems
were explored for thermochemical heat storage [265–269]. Among metal hydrides, Mg-based systems
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are promising as thermochemical storage materials owing to high reaction enthalpy as shown in
the studies of Gigantino et al. [223] and Shkatulov et al. [53]. Mg-based metal systems show cyclic
stability over a temperature range from 250 ◦C to 550 ◦C in which high thermal energy densities
of up to 2257 kJ/kg are reached [130]. The abundance of metal hydrides, low cost, high reaction
enthalpy, high storage density are among characteristics attracting extensive investigations [219].
These systems, are suitable for both low and high temperature applications [270]. As an example,
Sheppard et al. [270] investigated the potential of metal hydrides for low temperature applications
while Ronnebro et al. [220] investigated their use for high temperatures applications, in particular
based on experimental and modelling results they designed and fabricated a prototype to store both
hydrogen and heat with solar technologies. In accordance to other studies, they showed that metal
hydrides show both good reversibility and cycling stability combined with high enthalpies. A study
about the future perspectives of thermochemical storage based on use of metal hydrides for solar
technologies have been developed by Manickam et al. [271].

High energy density and desorption temperatures make salt hydrates fitting with the use of
power-to-heat technologies, waste heat sources, solar thermal collectors, particularly investigated
and proposed for seasonal heat storage of solar energy in the built environment [150,272,273].
N’Tsoukope et al. [274] investigated 125 salt hydrates for low temperatures heat storage and found
that SrBr2·6H2O and MgCl2·6H2O are among the most promising choices for thermochemical storage
applications. To investigate the potential energy storage density and the storage efficiency of salt
hydrates, a micro-combined heat and power system was developed for the storage of heat generated.
They found that for applications requiring lower discharging temperatures like 35 ◦C, the expectable
efficiency and net energy storage density was low. Their results are in accordance to [275–279]. Salt
hydrates are considered the most suitable materials for residential applications owing to their high
energy density (400-870 kWh·m−3) and low turning temperature [280].

Metal carbonates have several advantages, e.g., high energy density, nontoxicity, low costs
and widespread availability. All these properties make them suitable for thermochemical storage
applications [281–284]. Among suitable alternatives, the combined use of CaO/CaCO3 (density
0.49 kWh/kg), proposed by Barker in 1973 [283], is largely investigated. In a recent study
Fernandez et al. [235] used the working pair CaO/CaCO3 to develop a system referred as
Photovoltaic-Calcium looping (PV-CaL) as large scale storage system. They showed that the high
turning temperatures of the exothermic carbonation reaction allows using high-efficiency power
cycles. CaCO3 is one of the most abundant materials in nature. Its use circumventing the risk of
resource scarcity may not compromise the economic and technical viability of a thermochemical storage
system [236].

The performances of a storage system based on chemical reactions or sorption processes are
strongly dependent on the nature of the storage material chosen [125,285,286]. High heat storage
capacity and good heat transfer are important characteristics affecting the performance of the heat
storage systems. In the choice of the storage materials, parameters such as the cost, environmental
impact, and safety conditions should be also taken into account [54,287,288]. Despite many materials
being widely investigated, research is always under development to increase material performance
with respect to storage density and heat transfer properties [288,289].

Note that among the various thermochemical storage materials described in this section, only
few of them have been used so far in power-to-heat applications, as will be shown in more detail in
Section 4.1.

3.2. Thermochemical Heat Storage Systems

Thermochemical heat storage systems with respect to system configuration can be divided in
open and closed systems [274,290,291]. Open systems work at atmospheric pressure in contact with
the environment while closed ones work with pure vapor, circulating in hermetically closed loops, at
vacuum pressure [292]. A schematic sketch of a closed and open system is shown in Figure 3.
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(a) 

. 

(b) 

Figure 3. Schematic sketch of (a) closed and (b) open thermochemical system.

A closed system is usually based on a sorption reactor (heat exchanger), a condenser and an
evaporator. During the charge process (desorption), heat must be supplied to the storage material
at high temperature in the sorption reactor. Desorbed water vapor, released from the sorbent, is
condensed at low temperature. The liquid is stored in the reservoir while the heat of condensation can
be used either as a low-temperature source or rejected to the environment. After the accomplishment
of the charging mode, the storage materials and components will cool down to ambient temperature so
during storage no further energy losses occurs. When heat is needed, the valve between the evaporator
and sorption reactor is turned on and discharging mode occurs. During the discharging process
(adsorption), heat is supplied to the liquid stored in the evaporator at low temperature; the resulting
steam is adsorbed in the adsorber releasing heat. Adsorption is a completely reversible process so heat
supplied for desorption is equal to the heat gained back during adsorption. Liu et al. [156] developed
a seasonal storage system and evaluated that the storage capacity increases with the evaporator
temperature and decreases with desorption temperature.

As shown in Figure 3b an open system is less complex in its design. It can be directly connected
to the ambient air where the moisture for sorption process is obtained; there are no evaporator or
condenser. During the charging mode hot air flows into the sorption reactor releasing water vapor into
the air itself. Output is saturated warm air. When heat is needed, cold wet air from the environment is
blown into the sorption reactor. Open systems are usually equipped with one or more fans to ensure
the ambient air flow into the sorption reactor [129].
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The key component of the above described systems is the thermochemical reactor. The reactor can
be integrated [293] or separated [294]. In an integrated reactor, the material is stored in the tank where it
reacts, while the chamber where the reaction takes place is separated from the thermochemical material
storage tank. In a separate reactor the dissociation between the thermal power and the installation
storage capacity increases the storage density of the process since there is no need for vapor diffusers
and heat exchangers are integrated into the reactor. Moreover, this kind of reactor can also work in
steady-state conditions, providing a constant thermal power output [295].

Energy and exergy methods to assess the performances of closed and open systems have been
carried by Abedin and Rosen [294]. The authors compared open and closed systems based on use
of zeolites 13X. 50% and 9% are the values obtained for energy and exergy efficiency, respectively, in
closed systems, 69% and 23% in open ones. Since the exergy efficiencies of both systems are lower than
the energy efficiencies it means that there is a margin for loss reduction and efficiency for TCTESs [119].
From a numerical comparison between the two designs, Michel et al. [290] concluded that heat transfer
is the main limitation in closed systems while it is mass transfer (vapor transfer to the adsorbent during
discharging) in open ones.

Many prototypes of both type of systems have been developed. One of the first open prototypes, in
operation since 1996, is the zeolite 13X storage system built in a school in Munich by ZAE Bayern [295].
The system was designed for peak shaving of the heating load in order to be operated jointly with
district heating in winter to supply it during the off-peak in summer. The charging temperature is
about 130 ◦C while the storage capacity is 1300–1400 kWh. Heat released during the discharging mode
is used to produce water vapor. A more recent prototype of ZAE Bayern was developed in 2015 [129].
It is an open system based on zeolite 13X for transportable sorption heat storage purposes. Waste heat
from an incineration plant at 130 ◦C is used as thermal source during discharging mode. The charging
temperature was 60 ◦C and a storage capacity of 0.6 MJ/kg was measured.

Among closed prototypes, one of the first was developed within the HYDES (High Energy Density
Sorption Heat Storage) project [296]. The prototype in function from 1998 to 2001 was a solar thermal
energy storage system for space heating purposes based on silica gel/H2O. Solar thermal collectors
were used as low temperature heat source for the evaporator. The charging temperature was about
82 ◦C, the sorption one 32 ◦C, a power output of about 2.87 kW and 1.7 kW were measured during
discharging and charging phase.

A prototype of closed system is currently being developed at GEPASUD laboratory (French
Polynesia) [173]. It is a conventional mechanical vapor compression (MVC) driven by grid and PV
electricity integrated with a thermochemical reactor based on the use of BaCl2/NH3 as working fluids
pair. The prototype has the aim to demonstrate that a thermochemical reactor coupled with a PV-driven
mechanical compressor is an effective innovative solution offering energy storage capabilities for
cooling purposes. The prototype uses ammonia not only as thermochemical material but also as
refrigerant liquid. Among thermochemical storage materials, ammonia is expected to be established in
the market for small and medium refrigeration [297–299].

The existing prototypes show a mature development of the TCTESs in heat-to-heat and
heat-to-power applications. Collectors and concentrating solar plants (CSP) are mainly used as
a heat source for the evaporator of the thermochemical devices. In particular, coupling storage into
CSP systems enables dispatchable generation, whereby utilities produce power to match demand
overcoming intermittency challenges faced by renewable energy production. Another field of wide
application of TCTESs is the recovery of industrial waste heat [300–303]. Kuwata et al. [302] investigated
the potential of the ammonium chloride SrCl2 in applications based on utilization of industrial waste
heat. Thermochemical energy storage could be a key technology able to bridge the gap between the
wasted heat as the source and provided to customers at the time and place they need it [267,268]. A
more detailed review on this field was developed in [304]. A list of some prototypes is given in Table 2
and in Table 3 for open and closed thermochemical systems respectively.
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Table 2. Example of prototypes of open systems for thermochemical storage.

Project Name/Institution Description Storage System

MONOSORP [305] (2006)

• Storage system for space heating
• Charging temperature Tc = 20 ◦C
• Discharging temperature Td = 180 ◦C

Zeolite 4A

Institute for Solar
Technology SPF [241] (2006)

� Storage system for space heating.
� Tc = 20 ◦C
� Td = 180 ◦C

Zeolite 13X

ECN 1 [227] (2010)

• Lab scale packed bed reactor for seasonal
storage of solar heat

• Discharge time about 25 h
• Storage energy density measured 0.14 MJ/kg

MgCl2 ·6H2O

CWS 2 [306] (2011)

� System integrated with a water tank (STES) for
heating purposes

� Tc = 35 ◦C
� Td = 180 ◦C

LiCl with Zeolite 13X
used as additive

ECN [211] (2013)

• Lab scale packed bed reactor for heating
purposes (Heat Power 150 W)

• Tc = 10 ◦C
• Td = 50 ◦C

MgCl2 · H2O

Energy hub-ECN [178,179]
(2013–2014)

� Lab scale two packed bed modules for
heating purposes

� Tc = 70 ◦C
� Td = 185 ◦C
� Heat Power 400 W

Zeolite 13X

ASIC 3 [176] (2014)

• Storage system for space heating and domestic
hot water

• Tc = 25 ◦C
• Td = 180 (230) ◦C

Zeolite 4A (Zeolite 13X)

STAID 4 [180] (2015)

� Storage system integrated in a domestic
ventilation system for space heating during
peak hours

� Tc = 57 ◦C
� Td = 120–180 ◦C
� Storage energy density 0.41 GJ/m3

Zeolite 13X

ESSI 5 [276] (2016)

• Packed bed reactor for house heating
• Tc = 25 ◦C
• Td = 80 ◦C
• Thermal power measured during sorption

mode 0.3–0.8 kW
• Thermal power measured during desorption

mode 0.4–1.6 kW

SrBr2 ·6H2O

STAID [181] (2016)
� Storage system for space heating
� Tc = 20 ◦C
� Td = 120–180 ◦C

Zeolite 13X

NSFC 6 [159] (2017–2018)

• Lab-scale prototype experimentally investigated
to store low-temperature heat for space heating

• Tc = 20 ◦C
• Td = 30 ◦C
• Thermal power (56.7–136) W

Activated alumina/LiCl

1 Energy Research Center of The Netherlands. 2 Chemische WarmeSpeicherung. 3 Austrian Solar Innovation Center.
4 Stockage Inter Saisonnier de l’Energie Thermique dans les Batiments. 5 European. Support to Social Innovation.
6 Natural National Science Foundation of China.
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Table 3. Example of prototypes of closed systems for thermochemical storage.

Project Name/Institution Description Storage System

SWEAT 1/ECN [229] (2004)

• Solid sorption storage for cooling purposes.
• Tc = 15–25 ◦C
• Td = 77–86 ◦C
• Thermal power measured in discharging mode

0.5–0.7 kW
• Thermal power measured in charging mode 1.2 kW.

Na2S/H2O

MCES 2 [242] (2004)

� Solid sorption storage for cooling and
heating purposes.

� Tc = 65 ◦C
� Td = 80–95 ◦C
� Storage energy density 8 MJ/kg.

Na2S·9H2O and
graphite used as

additive

MODESTORE [141,307]
(2006)

• Storage system for heating purposes
• Tc = 25 ◦C
• Td = 88 ◦C
• Thermal power measured during discharging mode

0.5 kW
• Thermal power measured during charging mode 1 kW.

Silica gel

SOLAR-STORE [308] (2006)

� Solid sorption storage for heating and
cooling purposes.

� Tc = 35 ◦C
� Td = 80 ◦C
� Heating density power 47–49 kWh/m3

� Cooling density power 27–36 kWh/m3

SrBr2 with expanded
natural graphite

SOLAR-STORE [278] (2008)

• Solid sorption storage for heating and
cooling purposes.

• Tc = 35 ◦C
• Td = 80 ◦C
• Heating power 60 kW
• Cooling power 40 kW

SrBr2

Fraunhofher [136] (2012)

� Solid sorption storage for waste heat
industrial recovery

� Tc = 30 ◦C
� Td = 9–200 ◦C
� Heat storage capacity 0.54–0.79 MJ/kg

Zeolite/CaCl2

E-hub/Project [190] (2012)
• Storage system for dwellings
• Tc = 85–88 ◦C
• Heat density power 164 W/kg.

Zeolite

E-hub/Project [189] (2014)

� Lab-scale prototype for space heating
� Tc = 20–30 ◦C
� Td = 80–120 ◦C
� Storage energy density 0.045 GJ/m3

Zeolite 5A

COMTES 3 [309] (2015)

• Solid sorption system for space heating and domestic
heat water.

• Td = 75 ◦C
• Storage energy density 0.4 GJ/m3

Zeolite 13XBF

COMTES [163] (2015)
� Liquid sorption system for diurnal storage
� Td > 50 ◦C
� Power output approximately 1 kW

NaOH/H2O
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Table 3. Cont.

Project Name/Institution Description Storage System

SJTU 4 [160] (2016)

• Solid sorption system for space heating and domestic
heat water.

• Tc = 40 ◦C
• Td = 85 ◦C
• Storage energy density 0.873 kWh/kg.

LiCl with expanded
graphite

HSR-SPF 5 [164] (2018)
� Liquid seasonal thermal storage system
� Tc = 22 ◦C
� Td = 50 ◦C

NaOH/H2O

Heat STRESS [170] (2019)

• Solid sorption system for seasonal thermal storage for
domestic application

• Tc = 40 ◦C
• Td = 70 ◦C

CaCl2/NH3

University of
Newcastle [245] (2019)

� Hybrid energy storage system to store energy from
wind, solar and/or off-peak electricity simultaneously.

� Reaction take places a T > 800 ◦C
Co3O4/CoO

RESTRUCTURE [247] (2019)

• Pilot prototype integrated with Concentrated Solar
Power (CSP) for power production

• Reaction take places in the temperature interval
(800–1000) ◦C

Co3O4/CoO

1 Salt Water Energy Accumulation and Transformation. 2 Modular Chemical Energy Storage. 3 Combined
Development of Compact Thermal Energy Storage Technologies. 4 Institute of Refrigeration and Cryogenics (China)
5 Institute fur Solartechnik.

4. Thermochemical Storage in Power-to-Heat Applications

4.1. Thermochemical Storage Energy Systems in Power-to-Heat Applications: Case Studies

PtH technologies show a mature development with latent and sensible storage while only a
limited number of applications with thermochemical storage is available in literature [310–317].
Existing applications focus on different aspects, hence a net comparison was not possible. Based
on the usage of the heat stored, in this work the applications were divided into power-to-heat and
power-to-heat-to-power as shown in Figure 4. In the first case, heat stored is used in the form of thermal
energy for heating and cooling purposes. In the second case, heat, released during the discharging
phase, is used to generate electricity when it is needed.

Figure 4. Thermochemical storage and power-to-heat uses.

Cammarata et al. [139] developed a hybrid thermochemical storage device to store the excess
of power generation. The system was developed for household applications for low to medium
temperature range (50–100 ◦C). The scheme of this case study is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. PtH/TCTES system developed by Cammarata et al. [139].

The system is based on the reversible hydration/dehydration of SrBr2·6H2O and graphite as
additive material. The power converted into heat by a heat pump driven by solar and wind energy is
carried out to the tank storage where the endothermic dehydration reaction takes place at temperature
< 100 ◦C. From the reaction SrBr2 (sorbent) and H2O (sorbate) are formed (SrBr2·6H2O SrBr2+6H2O),
the sorbate is condensed for use in the discharging process in the case of closed system or released
in the environment in the case of open system. Heat stored is use both heating demand and supply
of electricity during the discharging phase. Their results showed that an energy storage density of
500 kJ/kg can be achieved at a temperature of 80 ◦C, a value of 600 kJ/kg by increasing the temperature
to 150 ◦C. This study shows for the first time how the composite formulation of SbBr2 affects the energy
density, heat and mass transfer and reaction kinetics.

Ferrucci et al. [173] developed a hybrid system for household applications. This integrates a
thermochemical system with an air conditioning system driven by grid and photovoltaic electricity.
The cooling system is a conventional Mechanical Vapor Compression (MVC) while the storage device
is a packed-bed reactor with eight compartments based on the use of BaCl2/NH3 as working pair. The
scheme of this case study is shown in Figure 6.

 
Figure 6. PtH/TCTES system developed by Ferrucci et al. [173] and by Fitò et al. [315].

When there is a surplus of electricity generation and no cooling needs, the extra power is used
to run the compressor in order to store energy for later use. By means of a smart controller, during
the storage process, the evaporator is disconnected from the circuit and the reactor is connected to
the compressor. The desorption heat is provided by a low grade waste heat source at 50 ◦C or by an
electric heater in direct contact with the thermochemical reactor. BaCl2 reacts with ammonia (NH3)
to form BaCl2·8NH3 with an energy density estimated in an approximate value of 200 kJ per kg of
reactor. The coefficient of performance, exergy efficiency and cooling capacity were used as indicators
to compare a traditional MVC cycle without thermochemical storage and the hybrid system proposed.
As example, the authors showed that the COP of the hybrid system, for a given source temperature, is
higher than the one of a conventional one. The hybrid system was compared with alternative energy
storage processes. In particular Pb and Li-ion batteries (electrochemical storage), ice and chilled water
thermal storage was chosen as alternative devices to thermochemical reactor. Their results showed that
the hybrid system proposed has a cooling capacity (60 Wh/L) six times larger than chilled water system
but comparable to that one of ice storage systems. MVC systems with electrochemical batteries have
the highest cooling capacity, 190 Wh/L for MVC and Pb battery and 420 Wh/L for MVC and Li battery
respectively, but much shorter life span than MVC with thermochemical storage. The COP of the
hybrid system (4.8) is comparable to Pb batteries (4.2), Li-ion batteries (4.2) and chiller (4.2) systems.
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The hybrid system is an example of compressor-driven method for energy storage and deferred
cooling. This application for space cooling is not yet widely explored in literature.

Fitò et al. [315] analyzed an ammonia-based refrigeration system consisting in the hybridization of
compression refrigeration with thermochemical storage. The proposed hybrid system has the typical
architecture of a MVC cycle (evaporator, compressor, condenser, reservoir and throttling valve), a
grid-connected photovoltaic installation and a thermochemical storage reactor. The scheme of this case
study is shown in Figure 6.

MVC cycle and thermochemical storage system have the same condenser, evaporator and
refrigerant fluid (NH3). The storage device is a packed-bed reactor based on the use of BaCl2/NH3 as
working pair. Both the PV installation and the grid are used to meet the electricity requirements for
cold production. When there is a surplus of power generation from RES and no cooling demand, the
power in excess is used to store energy in the form of heat driving the desorption phase of the reactor.
Thermochemical process enables the storage of energy in the form of chemical potential for a deferred
cold production without running the compressor. The heat of desorption is provided by waste heat or
solar collectors at about 50 ◦C. The authors demonstrated an overall thermochemical cycle has a COP
(1–1.4) higher than a conventional MVC operating without thermochemical storage.

Finck et al. [175] developed a hybrid compression thermochemical refrigeration system (HCTSR)
to show the potential power flexibility of thermal storage and power-to-heat.

Power flexibility is in this specific case defined as the thermal response of TES tanks and related
electricity consumption of the heat pump during charging, discharging and store mode. The scheme of
this case study is shown in Figure 7.

 

Figure 7. PtH/TCTES system developed by Finck et al. [175].

HCTRS, consists of an MVC cycle and a thermochemical reactor. The heat pump and an electric
heater serve as power-to-heat conversion while the storage tank as the source of flexibility. The
thermochemical storage device is a packed bed reactor based on zeolite 13X and water as working pair.
During desorption, the electric heater serves as a dehydration source. During adsorption, the heat
stored is used for space heating or domestic hot water. The system with thermochemical storage was
compared with the one obtained coupling the same MVC to a sensible and latent storage tank. Water
and CaCl2·6H2O were used as sensible and latent material respectively. Results show that assuming
the same dimensions for the storage tank (a cylindrical vessel of 0.5 m3) and a volume flow of heat
transfer medium of 1 m3/h, the thermochemical system has an energy capacity (0.05 GJ) lower than
the other storage systems (0.15 GJ). The available storage capacity (COC) and storage efficiency (ηOC)
were used to compare the energy flexibility of the three different thermal storage systems. COC is
defined as the amount of energy that is shifted during the optimal control to minimize the electricity
consumption costs for operating the heat pump and the electric heater. ηOC indicates the effective use
of the heat stored to compensate power-to-heat devices during optimal control. Results show that the
thermochemical storage has the lower values for both COC (5.6 kWh) and ηOC (0.96).
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The following studies are examples of power-to-heat-to-power applications in which the heat
stored is converted into electricity by a power plant when it is needed.

Wu et al. [245] proposed a hybrid energy system to store excess energy from renewable sources.
The system consists of a compressed air energy storage (CAES) integrated with a thermochemical
reactor based on the use of the metal oxide redox pair Co3O4/CoO as sorption working material. In
contrast to a conventional Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) [317] in which compressed air is
superheated by means the combustion of fossil fuel, in the proposed hybrid system this function is
replaced by the sorption reactor. The scheme of this case study is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. PtH/TCTES system developed by Wu et al. [245].

The proposed system consists of five compressors powered by electricity to compress air and an
electric heater as heat source for the charging phase of the thermochemical storage process. The thermal
charging phase takes place, in parallel with the CAES compression phase, with the reduction of Co3O4

into CO and CO2 (2Co3O4 6CoO + O2) carried out at 870 ◦C and 0.1 bar. The discharging phase
takes place and the energy stored in the compressed air and metal oxide CoO (heat released by the
exothermic reaction is transferred to air) is converted back into electricity throw air turbines. A value of
3.9 kWh/m3 was evaluated for the energy storage density, defined in this case as the total power output
per unit volume of the stored air (the same as the volume of the storage cavern). Moreover, it was
estimated that 65% of the energy storage density relies on thermochemical part of the system while the
remaining 35% is achieved via the CAES. The authors demonstrated that, in terms of storage energy
density, the hybrid system has a value comparable to a conventional CAES (3–6 kWh/m3) operating at
the same conditions. Based on a thermodynamic analysis it was estimated an efficiency of 56.4%. In
comparison to conventional CAES plants, authors showed that this value is higher than the efficiency
of the commercialized Huntfort (42%) and McIntosh (54%) CAES plants.

Fernandez et al. [235] developed a power-to-heat-to-power system based on the
calcination/carbonation of calcium carbonate as sorption process and a closed CO2 Brayton regenerative
cycle. The scheme of this case study is shown in Figure 9.

 

Figure 9. PtH/TCTES system developed by Fernandez et al. [235].

During the charging phase, the electric power is converted into thermal power by Joule effect to
heat up the calciner (Fluidized bed thermochemical reactor). In the reactor the calcination endothermic
reaction takes place under atmospheric pressure at 950 ◦C, CaO and CO2 are formed (CaCO3 CaO +
CO2). During the discharging phase, that takes place at 75 bar and 25 ◦C, power is generated in a CO2

turbine connected to an asynchronous generator that converts mechanical power into electricity. CaO
and CO2 are carried out in the carbonator reactor where the exothermic carbonation reaction occurs.
The presence of a calciner and a carbonator is indicative that in the system charging and discharging
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cycles are well differentiated and independent. The system is connected to the grid to export electrical
power generated during the discharging phase. The proposed system was simulated under different
charging and discharging operations modes to assess its potential as large-scale electric energy storage
system estimating a maximum reachable efficiency of 39%.

Wu et al. [316] developed a phase change redox (PCR) system to convert electricity surplus into
heat and to store it using a CuO/Cu2O cycle. The scheme of this case study is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. PtH/TCTES system developed by Wu et al. [316].

When there is a surplus of electricity from grid or solar/wind plants heat provided by Joule heating
is used for the charging phase of the sorption process. During this phase, CuO2 is reduced into CuO
and O2 (2CuO2 2CuO + O2). The molten CuO/CuO2 requires a high temperature of about 1200 ◦C
during the charging phase. When electricity demand in the grid occurs the discharging phase starts.
During this phase, the exothermic reaction takes place and the stored molten CuO/CuO2 is oxidized
and cooled into an oxidation reactor using air. Heated air is used into a Brayton cycle coupled with a
bottoming organic Rankine cycle (ORC). Energy storage density and round trip efficiency were the
indicators used to assess the energy storage performances. Energy storage density is here defined as
the heat stored per mass unit of the raw material CuO while the round trip efficiency is the amount of
electricity that can be recovered for a given energy input. The PCR system coupled to the Brayton and
Rankine power generation cycles is able to achieve a round trip efficiency of about 50%. Advantages of
the proposed PCR system are high-energy storage density, high round trip efficiency, enhancement of
CuO/Cu2O reversibility, abundant and low-cost raw material and oxygen as a valuable by-product. The
main disadvantages and potential limits can be summarized as systems complexity, high-temperature
heat source, high operating temperature and high equipment, operation and maintenance costs.

Rodriguez et al. [318] proposed an innovative hybrid absorption system based on the
thermochemical technology to store electrical energy at large scale. The system consists of two
storage tanks to accumulate a liquid solution at two different levels of pressure, a compressor powered
by the excess renewable energy, a thermochemical storage tank (using of NH3/LiNO3, where NH3 is
the solute while LiNO3 is the sorbent) and an independent vapor expander/turbine (T) located between
the high and low pressure tanks that drives an electrical generator. The scheme of this case study is
shown in Figure 11.

When there is an excess of renewable electricity generation, the charging phase takes place
increasing the pressure difference between the two reservoirs. The authors highlighted that the amount
of energy required to pressurize the gas in the proposed hybrid cycle is lower than pressurizing a
gas with no phase change. During the discharging phase, the turbine transforms the stored energy
into mechanical energy driving a generator and returning the electricity into the grid. Numerical
simulations were carried out in order to evaluate the performance of the storage system. For a
nominal renewable power of 18 kW and an energy output of 8 kW, 44.3% and 0.36 MWh were
the values found for the efficiency and energy storage respectively. The viability of using of an
absorption thermochemical energy stored system inherently combined with a gas compression cycle
was demonstrated only theoretically.

The features of the cases described in this section are summarized in Table 4.
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Figure 11. PtH/TCTES system developed by Rodriguez et al. [318]. * Heat is exchanged between the
two tanks in order to compensate the ammonia expansion/compression cycle.

Table 4. Thermochemical storage in PtH and PtH/HtP applications.

References Application Storage Material Performance Indicators

Cammarata et al. [139] Power-to-heat
(household application) SrBr2/H2O Energy density: 500 kJ/kg

Ferrucci et al. [173]
Power-to-heat

(integrated into electric
driven cooling system)

BaCl2/NH3
Energy density: 200 kJ/kg

COP = 4.8

Finck et al. [175]
Power-to-heat

(integrated into electric
driven cooling system)

Zeolite 13X/H2O Capacity: 5.6 kWh
Efficiency: 0.96

Wu et al. [245] Power-to-heat (to power) Co3O4/CoO Energy density: 3.9 kWh/m3

Efficiency: 56.4%
Fernandez et al. [235] Power-to-heat (to power) CaCO3/CaO Overall plant Efficiency: 39%

Wu et al. [316] Power-to-heat (to power) CuO/Cu2O Energy density: 1600 kJ/kg
Efficiency: 50%

Rodriguez et al. [318] Power-to-heat (to power) NH3/LiNO3
Capacity: 0.36 MWh

Efficiency: 44.3%

4.2. Discussion and Outlook

The articles reviewed show emerging power-to-heat/thermochemical applications as flexible
coupling systems to address both integration of renewable energies and additional grid flexibility.
High efficiency in balancing the excess of renewable generation is the key aspect that could led these
applications towards an increasing development in the next future.

Investigating the demand flexibility of power-to-heat conversion with thermochemical systems
was a common aim of all authors. All three dimensions of flexibility were investigated: size (energy),
time (power) and costs. A number of indicators were proposed to quantify the energy flexibility
in terms of available storage capacity and/or efficiency. The usage of a non-common quantification
method to estimate the energy flexibility makes difficult a straightforward comparison among the
reviewed studies. Despite this limit, important considerations can be argued as follows.

According to the thermodynamic and numerical analyses, the overall efficiency of the coupled
system range from 39% to 56%. The highest value is obtained in power-to-heat/thermochemical
applications coupled to power cycle [317], overcoming typical efficiencies of conventional power cycles.
The reason lies in the use of raw thermochemical materials requiring higher operating temperatures,
which increase the upper limit of the achievable thermodynamic efficiency according to Carnot
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principles. This suggests that more efforts should be paid to the design and test of thermochemical
materials and related physical–chemical reactions, in order to boost further the process efficiency in
view of the development of optimized systems.

The studies reported in [246,317] suggest that the high efficiency and flexibility of these innovative
applications could be able to facilitate the integration in the power system not only of the photovoltaic
but also of the wind power. A development in the wind energy integration could be crucial in energy
systems characterized by a large share of wind power.

High storage density, low heat loss, long storage period, highly compact energy storage are
the main advantages common to all the power-to-heat/thermochemical technologies. Despite this, a
series of limits, such as the high costs of the materials and the complexity of the equipment, makes
these applications still not mature for large scale/market adoption as shown by the few prototypes
developed and tested so far. Costs abatement and process simplification in optimized systems require
further efforts for the development of techno-economically competitive applications. Moreover, the
deployment at large-scale of these potential low-carbon technologies will require significant investments
and the revision of the present infrastructures.

5. Conclusions

In this work, to provide a comprehensive review on the state of art of thermochemical storage
systems and their applications in power-to-heat technologies, theoretical, experimental and numerical
studies and their recent advancements and potential perspectives were discussed.

This paper reviews the current literature that refers to the development and exploitation of
thermochemical storage systems connected to power-to-heat technologies to power grid support. The
operation principles both of thermochemical and of power-to-heat are presented, thermochemical
materials and processes are compared. Power-to-heat conversion is likely the most mature and
favorable technology enabling power flexibility. It is particularly suitable in energy systems with high
shares of renewable generation. In order to increase the flexibility of the energy system, power-to-heat
technologies coupled to thermal storage devices are among the most promising alternatives. Thermal
storage is able to provide several benefits such as load management, power quality and continuous
power supply. When there is an excess of generation, electricity is converted into heat and stored for
subsequent use on demand. In this way, additional power in the situations of increased load is provided,
thus contributing to peak shaving, load shifting and energy conservation. The conversion of power
into heat is generally performed by electrical resistances or via heat pumps. Despite converting electric
power into heat is not convenient from a thermodynamic perspective, power-to-heat applications are
gaining an increasing attention due to the low prices of renewable electricity and the increasing surplus
of produced electricity that cannot be used. Several advantages, e.g., high efficiency for balancing
excess renewable generation and high potential on reduction of CO2 emissions and fossil fuels, could
be the key elements for a larger development in the future trends of these technologies.

There are several examples of sensible and latent thermal storage in power-to-heat applications,
while only a limited number of applications of thermochemical storage in the power-to-heat field are
available. High energy storage density, no heat loss during the storage, no self-discharge and long
charge/discharge, broad availability and suitable temperature ranges are some important advantages
of thermochemical storage systems.

However, the high complexity and costs of these technologies limit the real applications, while
only few prototype-scale systems have been studied. To improve their implementation, comprehensive
analyses and investigations are further required. In contrast, thermochemical storage is widely used
into heat-to-power sector. Heat-to-power and power-to-heat sectors are among the most relevant
options available to balance fluctuating renewable energy sources and hence power grid. This particular
interaction between electricity and heat sectors will play an important role towards the cost effective
transition to a low carbon energy system with a high penetration of renewable generation.
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Nomenclature

AB Storage material
A,B Reaction products
ALPOs Aluminophosphates
CAES Compressed air energy storage
Cp Heat capacity (J/(kg K))
CHP Combined heat and power
COP Coefficient of Performance
CSP Collectors and Concentrating Solar Plant
DHS District heating systems
DSM Demand-side management
Δh Phase change enthalpy (◦C)
ΔH Standard reaction enthalpy (J/mol)
ΔS Standard reaction entropy (J/(◦C mol))
ΔT Temperature difference (◦C)
GHG Greenhouse gases
HCTSR Hybrid compression thermochemical refrigeration system
HPs Heat pumps
HtP Heat to power
LTES Latent thermal energy storage
m Mass (kg)
MVC Mechanical vapor compression
ORC Organic Rankine cycle
PCM Phase change materials
PCR Phase change redox
PtH Power-to-heat
PV Photovoltaic
PV-CaL Photovoltaic Calcium looping
Ql Latent energy stored (J)
Qs Sensible energy stored (J)
RES Renewable energy sources
SAPOs Silico-aluminophosphates
STES Sensible heat storage
T Turbine
Tc Charging temperature (◦C)
Td Discharging temperature (◦C)
TCTES Thermochemical thermal energy storage
TES Thermal energy storage
TESs Thermal energy storage systems
VRE Variable renewable electricity
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Featured Application: The present article describes the realization and testing of two different

types of cold storage for a mobile refrigeration application, based on two innovative adsorbent

reactors. The proposed solution uses the heat produced by the ICE to drive an adsorption cold

storage system. It could be used as a back-up refrigeration system during a vehicle-stopping

period (e.g., the operator’s lunch break), reducing vehicle CO2 emissions.

Abstract: In recent years, hot and cold storage systems demonstrated themselves to be key components,
especially in systems for waste heat exploitation. Moreover, mobile A/C and refrigeration set new
efficiency challenges in the field of goods and passengers transport. In such a context, adsorption
cold storage devices enable new possibilities and show promising features: high energy density
and the possibility of being operated both for heat and cold release to the user. However, only
a few studies on small and compact systems for mobile applications have been carried out so
far, especially for cold storage exploiting low-temperature sources (<100 ◦C). The present paper
describes the realization and testing of two different types of cold storage based on two innovative
adsorbent reactors: a pelletized adsorber filled with commercial FAM Z02 zeolite, and a composite
adsorber based on an aluminum porous structure and a SAPO-34 coating. An already developed
testing procedure was employed to characterize the prototypes under cold storage mode for mobile
refrigeration purposes. The test clearly showed that prototypes can store up to 580 Wh, with an
average power during the discharging phase that ranges from 200 W to 820 W and an energy efficiency
of 0.3 Whdischarged/Whcharged for the operations in the selected conditions, thus revealing promising
opportunities for future further developments.

Keywords: adsorption; cold storage; mobile refrigeration; FAM Z02; SAPO-34; zeolite

1. Introduction

The use of renewable energy sources and waste energy is an important task in order to fulfill the
newest energy demands [1], especially for heating/cooling and refrigeration purposes, not only for
stationary applications (residential and industrial buildings) but also for mobile uses.

Nowadays, mobile A/C and refrigeration are solely based on vapor compression systems, wherein
the compressor is mechanically driven by the vehicle engine. Although it is subjected to a phase-out,
the most used refrigerant is still HFC-134a, with a global warming potential (GWP) of 1300: if services
and end-of-life are considered, it results in equivalent CO2 emissions in the range 15–37 g/km for
a vehicle traveling 12,000 km/y [2,3]. Such an environmental impact, neglected by manufacturers
and regulations, is equivalent to 16%–39% of the limits set by European emission standards for new
passenger cars in 2020.

Refrigerated freight transport is mainly achieved through vapour compression as well, often run
by low-efficiency, high-emission auxiliary units (diesel or electric), and presents several criticalities,
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including a low COP (Coefficient of Performance) ≈ 0.5–1.75, the employment of R404a, and a GWP of
3922 [4]. Alternative systems based on eutectic solutions (cold storage in phase change materials) or
cryogenic cooling (with liquid nitrogen) are have been spreading recently. These scale down the issue
of refrigerant losses, but do not avoid the energy consumption by refrigeration.

Contrarily, the heat generated by internal combustion engines (ICE) can supply thermally-driven
technologies, in order to provide refrigeration for transport. Thermoelectric systems can combine the
Seebeck and Peltier effects to generate electric power by heat and produce cooling power by electricity,
but their low efficiency prevents practical use. Alternatives could be thermoacoustic refrigeration
and the ejector refrigeration cycle. Despite the prospective low cost and durability, which resulted in
interest from automotive manufacturers such as Mazda and Peugeot, thermoacoustic refrigeration
for mobile applications is still at a basic research level, due to its low efficiency, just like the ejector
refrigeration cycle.

Instead, great effort has been applied in the field of adsorption storage for refrigeration for road
transport applications, which represent a mature technology: several working pairs have been studied
for mobile applications (water/ammonia, silica gel/water, zeolite/water) and commercial products
have been available for stationary applications since decades ago. On the other hand, they are
generally affected by high specific volume and weight, entailing the need for further development
to be successfully applied to transport A/C and refrigeration. This has been a specific subject of the
TOPMACS European project, whose aims included the development of a sorption A/C system for
heavy trucks supplied by the heat from the engine coolant loop rather than by the flue gases [5].
This TOPMACS prototype was designed and realized by ITAE-CNR [6].

Food and medicine transportation are two further sectors wherein cooling demand requires
significant energy consumption. Most of the studies aimed at the reduction of such consumption
focused on the use of high-temperature waste heat from the flue gases of the I.C. engine, needed to run
a sorption appliance intended for ice-making or sub-zero refrigeration.

To that end, cold storage is a viable technology: the use of sensible heat is the most commonly used
technology, even if latent heat, sorption heat, and thermochemical heat storage technology are always
more often used nowadays [7]. Thanks to the great advancements in the last few years, adsorption
technology has become even more frequently used for cooling/heating production, thanks also to
the different units available on the market [8,9]. Cooling (from the evaporator) or heating (from the
adsorber) effects could be achieved as a function of working conditions. Thanks to its environmental
advantages, water is the most used working fluid, even though other substances could be used,
especially when a low evaporation temperature (below 0 ◦C) would be achieved.

However, few studies on small and compact systems for mobile applications have been carried
out so far [10].

In [11] the authors theoretically and experimentally investigated the performance of a 1 kW
lab-scale prototype based on LiCl-Water pair. Even though the system was designed for heat storage,
experiments showed it was possible to generate cold during the discharging process. However, the
authors only provide heating mode performance and efficiency: with an input of 2708 kJ, the recovered
heat was 2517 kJ, resulting in a heat storage efficiency of 93% with a heat storage density of 874 kJ/kg
consolidated sorbent or 2622 kJ per kg of pure LiCl. Jiang et al. [12] studied an innovative modular
sorption cell for cold and heat cogeneration. Results showed good performance in terms of energy
density and power density: the stored energy density ranges from 580 kJ/kg to 1368 kJ/kg, whereas
cold density ranges from 400 kJ/kg to 1134 kJ/kg; heat and cold power density range from 322 W/kg to
1502 W/kg and from 222 W/kg to 946 W/kg.

The present paper describes the experimental testing of two different types of cold storage for
mobile refrigeration applications based on two innovative adsorbent reactors: a pelletized adsorber
filled with commercial FAM Z02 zeolite, and a composite adsorber based on an aluminum, porous
structure and a SAPO-34 coating.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Concept Description

The main idea behind the study we conducted is the possibility of using waste heat from the I.C.E.
of a small vehicle for the transport of perishable goods (e.g., food or medicine) to refrigerate the load
compartment during the parking phases for a limited time (1–2 h). While the vehicle is running, the
heat taken from the engine-cooling loop is used to “recharge” the cold storage system located near the
refrigerated compartment. During a stop, when the internal combustion engine is no longer able to
supply mechanical or thermal energy, the system is “discharged” to generate the cold necessary to
maintain the temperature in the load compartment Figure 1. The “recharge” phase considered in this
study hypothesizes that the ICE is at the normal working temperature (85–90 ◦C) which is maintained
almost constant by the engine cooling system already installed in the vehicle. The ICE warm-up cycle
was not considered due to the lower engine efficiency.

 

I.C.E.

REFRIGERATED COMPARTMENT

ADSORBER

PHASE CHANGER

HOT WATER LINE

Figure 1. General scheme of a possible integration on the vehicle of the cold storage system studied.

2.2. Design of the Adsorber

The first task carried out within the research was the sizing and design of the small cold sorption
storage system. The system realized consists of an adsorber and a phase-changer, and it operates
according to the working principle already described in [13].

In order to size the adsorber (amount of zeolite necessary) data, the constraints provided by an
industrial company—which works in the field of small refrigeration systems for vans—have been taken
into account. The thermal losses through the shell of the condenser/evaporator have been roughly
considered as well. In Table 1 the main data and constraints are shown. However, the constraints refer
to the full-scale system to be realized after lab tests. Indeed, for evaluation purposes, a prototype with
25% of the final capacity was designed, as reported in the bottom lines of Table 1.

The reactor realized mainly consists of an aluminum heat exchanger and a zeolitic adsorbent
material: the pelletized adsorber is made of a finned heat exchanger (of automotive origin) having flat
aluminum tubes, filled with FAM Z02 pellets with a grain size of 0.5–0.8 mm; the composite adsorber is
instead based on an aluminum heat exchanger with flat-type tubes and a porous aluminum structure
coated with SAPO-34 zeolitic coating.
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Table 1. Data and constraints used for the full-size system and for the demonstrator.

Full Scale

Parameter Value

Storage Capacity 2 kWh
Discharge Time 2 h

Avg. Power 1 kW
Water needed 2.9 l

Design temperatures Adsorber Phase Changer
Charge 95 ◦C 35 ◦C

Discharge 35 ◦C 10 ◦C
Useful ΔX 15%

Amount of Zeolite 19.4 kg
Spec. Zeolite density 800 g/l foam

Foam Volume 24.2 l
Volume of tubes 2.4 l

Total volume 26.6 l
Required storage

time > 1 h

Specific Capacity 75 Wh/l
Specific Power 28 W/l

Prototype (lab-scale)

Parameter Value

Portion of product 25%
Storage Capacity 500 Wh

Avg. Power 250 W
Volume of foam 6.1 l

Total volume 6.7 l

A further step has been considered for a more accurate design of the system, by considering
the thermal losses of the shell as well. Table 2 shows the obtained results: the columns “theoretical”
and “real” refer to the ideal sizing (no thermal losses considered) and to a more accurate calculation
respectively. The latter results, therefore, take into account an 80 W heat dissipation through the shell
of the condenser/evaporator and a safety factor of 1.1 as well.

Table 2. Main results of the preliminary sizing process.

Adsorber Design

Theoretical Real

Total Capacity Wh 500 636.40
Total Capacity kJ 1800 2291.04

Water latent heat kJ/kg 2272 2272
Water to be evaporated kg 0.792 1.008

Expected adsorption capacity kg/kg 0.15 0.15
Minimum zeolite mass kg 5.28 6.72

Foam density kg/l 0.8 0.8
Minimum adsorber volume l 6.60 8.40

2.3. The Phase Changer

For the phase changer, an existing condenser/evaporator, already developed at ITAE for mobile
applications, was used. It is made up of two highly efficient commercial heat exchangers, represented
in Figure 2. They have copper fins and stainless steel tubes, to avoid corrosion issues when in direct
contact with liquid water. Each heat exchanger has a surface area on the fin side of 0.988 m2; the tube
side has a 0.078 m2 thermal contact area; and the fin density is 16 FPI (fins per inch). The exchangers
were connected in parallel by means of a hydraulic circuit made with steel pipes and compression
fittings on the outside of the vacuum chamber. The vacuum chamber, in which the heat exchanger
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has been placed, is made of AISI 316 stainless steel and is equipped with vacuum flanges for the
connections of all the relevant equipment.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2. The phase exchanger: (a) the exchangers used; (b) the phase changer, already assembled,
used in the prototype.

2.4. The Hydraulic Circuit

The schematic layout of the realized testing bench is shown in Figure 3, wherein both the hydraulic
circuit and the electronic connections to the acquisition system are depicted. Figure 4 shows the
experimental setup installed at CENTROPROVE of the ITAE-CNR Institute in Messina.

Figure 3. Layout of hydraulic circuit and data acquisition system.
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3

4

4

1
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Figure 4. The cold storage prototype (highlighted) connected to the testing bench. (1) composite adsorber
based on an aluminum, porous structure and a SAPO-34 coating; (2) phase-changer; (3) switching
valves; (4) pumps.

A data acquisition and control system was realized by a specific software implemented in
LabVIEW; it allows the fully automatic operation of the system and records all the measured parameters.
The control system uses Compact FieldPoint® acquisition boards for the connection and management
of the transducers and the valves. The parameters monitored by the system are shown in Table 3.
Moreover, the commands for the deviating valves and to control the speed of the two pumps on the
bench have been implemented.

Table 3. Parameters monitored during the tests.

Monitored Parameter

T in/out Adsorber; T liquid phase into Phase Changer;
T in/out Phase Changer (CON/EVAP); Adsorber HTF (Heat Transfer Fluid) flow rate;

Phase changer HTF flow rate; Adsorber pressure;
Phase changer Pressure; T shell;

T ambient.

2.5. Testing Procedure

To guarantee the repeatability of the tests and to provide reliable data to be used, for example,
as input for calculation methods or the development of numerical models, a specific testing procedure
has been developed during the preliminary phase of the activity.

The test is performed as follows: after all the set levels of temperature have been defined,
the adsorption cycles are started and oscillation in temperatures is monitored. Once a steady-state
condition has been reached, a record is started and all the energy flows are measured for 1 h or 6 cycles
(for the longest cycle times), by evaluating the thermal power exchanged across each adsorption
machine component. The last three cycles are then analyzed for performance evaluation.

Three main figures of merit have been considered for the assessment of the performance of the
small storage:

• The average discharge power during each cycle, calculated as the mean power during the
discharge phase.

.
Qave =

∫ tdischarge

0
.

mevcp(Tin,ev − Tout,ev)dt

tdischarge
(1)
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• The stored energy for mass unit of the adsorbent, calculated as the ratio of the total energy stored
during each test and the total mass of adsorbent:

Eev =

∫ tdischarge

0
.

mevcp(Tin,ev − Tout,ev)dt

madsorbent
(2)

• The thermal COP of the system; in this case, corresponds to the storage efficiency of the system,
since it is the ratio between the cooling energy recovered and the energy used as input.

COP =

∫ tdischarge

0
.

mcp(Tin,ev − Tout,ev) · dt
∫ tcharge

0
.

mcp
(
Tin,ads − Tout,ads

)
· dt

(3)

2.5.1. Testing Procedure for a Pelletized Adsorber

The storage testing conditions are summarized in Table 4. As is visible, the inlet temperature
for the heat source has been kept constant to 90 ◦C, while different condensation temperatures and
evaporation temperatures have been considered: from 25 ◦C to 40 ◦C for the former and from 10 ◦C to
22 ◦C for the latter. Such a choice has been realized in order to cover a wide range of different possible
applications for the system, corresponding to different climates and different user requirements.

Table 4. Testing condition, pelletized adsorber.

Parameter Value

Charge/discharge time (s) 2700, 3600, 4500
High temperature inlet (◦C) 90

Medium temperature inlet (◦C) 25, 28, 30, 33, 35, 38, 40
Low temperature inlet (◦C) 10, 15, 18, 20, 22

Adsorber Flow rate (kg/min) 12
Phase changer flow rate (kg/min) 10

2.5.2. Testing Procedure with the Composite Adsorber Based on an Aluminum, Porous Structure and a
SAPO-34 Coating

Compared to the adsorber realized with zeolite pellets, more focus has been put on the composite
adsorber based on an aluminum, porous structure and a SAPO-34 coating, to have as wide a
characterization as possible. To that end, different testing conditions were considered, which can be
divided into three main categories:

• Initial “mapping” tests, aimed at defining the achievable energy capacity under different
boundary conditions.

• “Charge effect” tests, aimed at defining the possible benefits arising from realizing the charge of
the system with a low condensation temperature. Such tests were realized in various boundary
conditions as well, in order to obtain information useful for different applications.

• Four temperature tests, during which the charging of the system with a low condensation
temperature, the release of adsorption heat, and the removal of heat at different temperatures
have been analyzed.

During the tests of the composite adsorber based on an aluminum, porous structure and a
SAPO-34 coating, attention was paid in order to have some experimental points be under conditions
comparable with those already tested with the pellet adsorber, so as to realize a direct comparison of
the two technologies. However, since a wide range of applications could be imagined for the small
cold storage system tested, different condensation and evaporation temperatures were considered as
well. Moreover, the effect of the flow rate at the phase changer and the adsorber has been evaluated.
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It is worth remarking that, for all the tests reported in the present section, the operation of the system
was realized at three different temperature levels:

• Heat of desorption is provided at the temperature of the heat source—HT (high temperature);
• Heat of condensation and heat of adsorption are released at the same temperature—MT (medium

temperature);
• Heat of evaporation is provided at a temperature level suitable for the user—LT (low temperature).

The testing conditions are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Testing conditions for the first characterization tests of the composite adsorber based on an
aluminum, porous structure and a SAPO-34 coating.

Parameter Value

Charge/discharge time (s) 600, 750, 900, 1200
High temperature inlet (◦C) 85, 90

Medium temperature inlet (◦C) 28, 30, 33, 35, 38
Low temperature inlet (◦C) 5, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20

Adsorber Flow rate (kg/min) 8, 12, 15
Phase changer flow rate (kg/min) 5, 10, 15, 18

3. Results

3.1. Trend of a Typical Test

In this section, a typical test will be briefly discussed. In Figure 5a, the typical trends of the
temperatures in the components are reported for a 90/38/20 (HT/MT/LT) test. They are consistent with
the operation of typical sorption storage: during the first half of the cycle, the adsorber is heated, while
the condenser is cooled down. Both the temperatures are constant, indicating a good capacity of the
testing bench in terms of maintaining the set conditions. During the second part of the cycle, the useful
effect is visualized by the reduction in the temperature at the evaporator (the blue line in the figure),
while the adsorber is cooled. During the tests, the same temperature was used both for condensation
and for adsorption (three temperature levels).

Instead, in Figure 5b, the power and energy measured at the phase changer are reported.
In particular, the power in the negative part of the chart is the condensation power, while the one in
the positive part is the evaporation one. Energy (which is represented on the secondary axis on the
right) has been instead calculated only for the evaporation, representing the useful effect on the cycle
in the present configuration. The curve, in particular, represents the cumulative energy recovered,
which, for the examined cycle, amounts to 580 Wh.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) Typical temperature trends for a reference test; (b) power and energy for a reference test.
HT (high temperature) = 90 ◦C; MT (medium temperature) = 38 ◦C; LT (low temperature) = 20 ◦C.
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3.2. Testing Results for a Pelletized Adsorber

In this section, the results obtained during the tests will be discussed. It is worth noticing that
most of them were mainly used afterward for future comparison with the other adsorber, and therefore,
new aggregation tables or charts can be found in the following parts of this paper.

In Figure 6a, the effect of charge/discharge time is shown. This was the first parameter investigated,
in order to find out the optimum value to be used in the evaluation of other operating conditions.
Two different boundary conditions were investigated—90/35/15 and 90/30/17 cycles, corresponding to
more severe and less severe operating conditions. The cold energy recovered and discharge power are
shown in the picture. The trends obtained are: increasing energy recovered for higher charge/discharge
times and decreasing power for higher charge/discharge times. The trends are more marked for the
less severe condition (90/30/17), where a higher amount of working fluid can be processed. Moreover,
the decreasing in the output power is not very high, going from 2700 s to 4500 s, probably because
of the saturation of the material: after 2700 s, the uptake exchanged, though still present (as testified
by the increasing energy stored) is lower than in the first part of the cycle. In Figure 6b, the effect of
evaporation temperature over the discharge power and the energy capacity is shown. As expected,
the higher the evaporation temperature, the higher the energy recovered. Moreover, with a 2nd
grade polynomial equation, it is possible to describe the obtained trend, as often happens for such
kind of sorption devices. Two curves, parameterized according to condensation temperature, are
reported. The highest discharge power is 400 W, obtained for the lower condensation temperature
(30 ◦C) and an evaporation temperature of 22 ◦C. Instead, for a 35 ◦C condensation temperature,
the obtained discharge powers are very low. The energy recovered arrives at 400 Wh for the higher
evaporation temperatures.

 
(a) 

  

( ) (c) 

Figure 6. (a) The effect of charge/discharge time, pelletized adsorber; (b) the effect of evaporation
temperature; (c) the effect of condensation temperature. In all these figures, the following nomenclature
has been used: HT/MT/LT. When the term XX appears, this means that the specific value (e.g., LT) is
variable and must be read on the specific figure (e.g., Figure 6b).
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Finally, in Figure 6c, the effect of condensation temperature is shown. The curves are parameterized
as a function of discharge times. The results are similar to those of the previous graphs: higher
condensation temperatures lead to low powers, around 200 W, and low energy capacity (200 Wh
for 40 ◦C condensation and 2700 s discharge time), whereas more power is available at a lower
condensation temperature (300 Wh for 30 ◦C condensation and 3600 s discharge time).

3.3. Testing Results with a Composite Adsorber Based on an Aluminum, Porous Structure and a
SAPO-34 Coating

In this section, the results of the characterization tests are reported, by using the same evaluation
parameters previously explained. A direct comparison with the pelletized adsorber will be specifically
addressed in a dedicated section.

In Figure 7a, tests with two different evaporation temperatures (12 ◦C and 15 ◦C) and different
cycle times are presented. In particular, for the tests here shown, the durations of charge and discharge
are the same. The results are presented both in terms of energy (e.g., 85/30/12_E) and power (e.g.,
85/30/12_P): as expected, power decreases with increasing cycle time. However, energy, once 900 s of
charge/discharge time is reached, has a plateau, indicating that this is the optimal choice.

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7. (a) The effect of charge/discharge time, composite adsorber; (b) the effect of charge time,
composite adsorber.

Subsequently, the effect of charging time was evaluated: it is well known that the desorption
process is faster than adsorption [14]. For a discharging time fixed at 900 s, charging times of 600 s
and 750 s were evaluated, again considering two different evaporation temperatures. The results are
presented in Figure 7b: for an evaporation temperature of 15 ◦C, the optimal charging time is 750 s,
since no evident benefit from increasing the duration of charge is measured. Instead, for a 12 ◦C
evaporation, a cycle with the same durations of charge and discharge is the best option. Such results
were used for the realization of the other tests.

In Figure 8a,b, the effects of evaporation temperature and driving temperature are shown for
discharge power and recovered cold energy, respectively. All the tests have been performed for a charge
and discharge duration of 900 s with a condensation/adsorption temperature of 30 ◦C. This part of the
experimental test was carried out with the aim of evaluating the effects of two possible ICE operative
temperatures (85 ◦C and 90 ◦C) and the effect of the cabin’s inside temperature, assuming it at different
constant levels (from 10 ◦C to 20 ◦C). It is visible that higher driving temperatures are beneficial,
especially to discharge power, since an increment of about 15% can be obtained. The average discharge
power measured, especially with 90 ◦C driving temperature, is as high as 850 W. By moving from
an evaporation temperature of 10 ◦C to 15 ◦C, a great increase is observed; after such a temperature,
a plateau is reached. For a lower driving temperature, discharge power in the range 500–730 W has
been measured. The effect on recovered energy, though smaller, is still recognizable: for 85 ◦C tests,
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energy recovered lied in the range of 170–220 Wh, while for the higher temperature, the maximum
energy recovered was about 220 Wh.

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 8. (a) The effects of evaporation temperature (XX—must be read on the figure) and driving
temperature (85 ◦C or 90 ◦C) on discharge power for the composite adsorber; (b) the effects of
evaporation temperature (XX—must be read on the figure) and driving temperature (85 ◦C or 90 ◦C) on
recovered cold energy for the composite adsorber; (c) the effect of condensation (XX—must be read on
the figure) temperature for the composite adsorber.

The effect of condensation temperature is summarized in Figure 8c: both the recovered energy (e.g.,
85/XX/17_1200s_E) and discharged power (e.g., 85/XX/17_1200s_P) decrease for higher condensation
temperatures. The effect is more marked for the lower evaporation temperatures, corresponding to a
higher pressure lift between the evaporator and the condenser.

Subsequently, the effect of the flow rate in the two components has been evaluated, since it
represents a key design parameter. In Figure 9a, the effect of the flow rate in the adsorber has been
evaluated, considering both the discharge power and energy. The trend obtained is clear: there is
an optimum value of flow rate allowing the maximizing of the performance of the system, which is
12 kg/min. Indeed, lower flow rates probably worsen the heat transfer inside the heat exchanger of the
adsorber, while higher flow rates are as detrimental. Moreover, they lead to very a small temperature
difference that might negatively affect the practical application. Therefore, the value of 12 kg/min has
been considered for all the other tests.

The same analysis has been done for the phase changer, by varying its flow rate in the range of
8–18 kg/min. In this case, the effect is smaller, with a slightly increasing trend for higher flow rates,
as shown in Figure 9b. Such a result further highlights that the key parameter is the heat transfer
inside the adsorber, since it affects the adsorption efficiency and dynamics.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 9. (a) The effect of adsorber flow rate, composite adsorber; (b) the effect of the flow rate of the
phase changer, composite adsorber.

3.3.1. “Deep Charge” Tests

After the first characterization of the small storage prototype, another series of tests were realized,
with the aim of finding out whether the charge of the system at a lower temperature could hold some
benefit on the performance and the amount of energy stored. In this case, the operation of the system
is still realized at the following three temperature levels:

• Heat of desorption is provided at the temperature of the heat source, HT;
• Heat of condensation is released at a low temperature, LT;
• Heat of adsorption is released at the temperature of adsorption, MT;
• Heat of evaporation is provided at a temperature level suitable for the user, LT.

The condensation and evaporation temperatures of the tests then are equal. This allows simulating,
for example, the case of short-term storage realized with condensation taking place at a very low
external temperature.

The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 10a,b for discharge power and stored energy,
respectively. The performance indicators are represented as a function of adsorption temperature. In
particular, three different evaporation/condensation temperatures have been tested (7, 10, and 15 ◦C),
and for each of them, three different adsorption temperatures (30, 35, and 40 ◦C). The tendency reported
in the graphs is clear: there is a benefit in realizing the charge of the system at a lower temperature
with respect to adsorption temperature.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. (a) The effect of “deep charging” on discharge power, composite adsorber; (b) the effect of
“deep charging” on stored energy, composite adsorber.
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Indeed, the lower the difference between adsorption and condensation temperature, the higher
the discharge power and energy recovered, especially when the useful effect has to be provided at 7
or 10 ◦C. The findings described here are further highlighted in Figure 11, where the case of a 10 ◦C
evaporation temperature has been considered. The green points represent the tests with “deep charge,”
while the purple line represents the tests in which the condensation and adsorption temperatures are
equal (“normal charge”). It is possible to see that, for the three adsorption temperatures tested (3T),
an increase of about 20%–25% in the stored energy is achieved by means of deep charge.

 
Figure 11. Effect of “deep charge” on the stored energy for evaporation temperature of 10 ◦C.

Such results have led to the realization of another run of tests, at four temperature levels (4T),
as described in the next section.

3.3.2. Four Temperatures Tests

Once the beneficial effect of “deep charge” on the system had been assessed, further tests were
realized by considering the operation of the system at four temperature levels (4T) instead of three
(3T). In this case, the operation of the system is realized at the following different temperature levels:

• Heat of desorption is provided at the temperature of the heat source, HT;
• Heat of condensation is released at 10 ◦C;
• Heat of adsorption is released at the temperature of adsorption, Ta;
• Heat of evaporation is provided at a temperature level suitable for the user, LT.

The characteristic of such tests is that the condensation temperature is lower than adsorption
temperature, simulating, for example, the charging of the system through a “booster” or at low ambient
temperatures typical of northern countries.

The results of the evaluation are summarized in Figures 12 and 13 for the discharge power and
stored energy for different evaporation temperatures and a driving temperature of 95 ◦C. As suggested
by the results on “deep charge” tests, by making the cold storage work at four different temperature
levels, there is a benefit; that is, higher evaporation temperatures. In this case, indeed, the difference in
the uptake exchanged during charge in three temperature and four temperature tests is higher because
the difference between the condensation temperatures in the two types of tests is higher.
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Figure 12. Comparison of 3T and 4T operation on discharge power—composite adsorber.

 

Figure 13. Comparison of 3T and 4T operation on stored energy—composite adsorber.

3.4. Comparison between the Adsorbers

A comparison between the adsorbers has been realized to highlight the benefits arising from
the use of a composite technology based on an aluminum, porous structure and a SAPO-34 coating.
In Figure 14, the power trend after the beginning of adsorption process is shown for the two types
of adsorbers. This is a qualitative measure of the adsorption dynamics in the two different cases.
As expected, the peak power of the composite adsorber based on an aluminum, porous structure and
a SAPO-34 coating is double with respect to the pellet one, and the whole duration of adsorption is
significantly lower (900 s against 4500 s); meanwhile, the pellet adsorber is able to accomplish a more
constant discharge.
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Figure 14. Dynamic curve of power during discharge for the two adsorbers tested.

A second step in the comparison between the two systems is reported in Figure 15a,b, wherein
the discharge power and recovered energy for the two adsorbers are shown. The boundary conditions
used are: 85 ◦C driving temperature; 15 ◦C evaporation temperature; and 3600 s charge/discharge time
for the pellets adsorber and 900 s for the composite adsorber. Results are displayed as a function of
condensation temperature. The results for the energy comparison make use of the specific energy; they
are normalized for the masses of the adsorbent materials in the two exchangers. There is a relevant
difference in the discharge power achievable with the two technologies: as previously stated, average
power during each cycle is much higher in the case of the composite adsorber, about double that of the
pellets heat exchanger. The results in terms of specific energy stored do not show the same marked
difference; there is only a low increase for the composite technology. However, the results regarding
composite heat exchanger probably should take into account the effect of the mass of aluminum
composite inside the exchanger.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 15. (a) Comparison of the adsorbers—power; (b) comparison of the adsorbers—energy.

Finally, Figures 16 and 17 show the comparison as a function of evaporation temperature,
by considering the operation of the composite adsorber as well, in the best performing configuration,
with four temperature levels. In addition, in this case, the results in terms of stored energy are
normalized for the mass of adsorbent inside the storage. By considering these conditions, the effect of
composite technology is to increase the achievable discharge power by about 60%, especially for higher
evaporation temperatures. The maximum specific energy measured in both the pellet and composite
adsorber was around 90 Wh/kg, but in the case of the composite adsorber, this result was achieved
for an evaporation temperature of 15 ◦C, whereas for the pellet adsorber this was obtained for an
evaporation temperature of 22 ◦C.
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Figure 16. Comparison of discharge power for the adsorbers, considering the 4T operation as well
(XX—must be read on the figure).

 

Figure 17. Comparison of recovered cold energy for the adsorbers, considering also, the 4T operation
(XX—must be read on the figure).

4. Conclusions

In the present paper, the realization and testing of two different types of cold storage for mobile
refrigeration applications based on two innovative adsorbent reactors was presented. The performances
measured on a pelletized adsorber filled with commercial FAM Z02 zeolite, and a composite adsorber
based on an aluminum, porous structure and a SAPO-34 coating were shown. Measurements were
carried out thanks to an already existing testing bench specifically realized, and by applying a testing
procedure previously developed and published by the authors. The main focus was on the more
promising technology. Indeed, a composite adsorber based on an aluminum, porous structure and a
SAPO-34 coating was tested by means of three main series of tests: a series of “mapping tests” for its
characterization and two series of tests with different charging boundary conditions with respect to
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traditional operation, with the aim of defining the optimum operating conditions. Finally, a comparison
between the two adsorbers has been reported.

The test clearly showed that prototypes are able to store up to 580 Wh, with an average power
during the discharging phase that ranges from 200 to 820 W and an energy efficiency of 0.3 for
the operations in the selected conditions—revealing promising opportunities for future further
developments and demonstrating the feasibility of their application to the refrigeration of the load
compartments of small vans or cars.
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Nomenclature

cp Specific heat, kJ/(kgK)
.

m Mass flow rate, kg/s
.

mev Mass flow rate to the evaporator, kg/s
madsorbent Adsorbent material mass, kg
.

Qave Average Power, W
Eev Stored energy into the evaporator, kJ
COP Coefficient of Performance, -
Tin,ev Inlet temperature to the evaporator, K
Tout,ev Outlet temperature to the evaporator, K
Tin,ads Inlet temperature to the adsorber, K
Tout,ads Outlet temperature to the adsorber, K
tdischarge Discharge time, s
tcharge Charge time, s
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Abstract: In this work, novel silicone-SAPO34 composite materials are proposed for application
in adsorption thermal energy storage systems. The innovative composite materials were obtained
through a mold foaming process activated by a dehydrogenative coupling reaction between properly
selected siloxane compounds. Morphology analysis by optical microscopy and measurement of
the mechanical properties of the foamed materials at varying zeolite content demonstrated a quite
homogeneous open-cell structure and good structural stability of the foam. Water adsorption isotherms
of the adsorbent foams expanded in free space and inside paperboard were measured by a gravimetric
adsorption apparatus, demonstrating that the presence of the polymeric fraction does not affect the
adsorption capacity of the SAPO34 fraction added in the composite foam. Finally, main adsorption
and thermodynamic properties of the proposed foam have been compared with those of other
adsorbent materials, confirming the possible use of these new composite foams as adsorbent materials
for adsorption thermal energy storage systems.

Keywords: adsorption; zeolite; SAPO34; foam; heat storage

1. Introduction

A major research topic in the field of adsorption systems for solar thermal energy storage,
air-conditioning and dehumidification processes involves the development of new or modified
adsorbent materials with enhanced adsorption and thermo-physical properties, low cost, high stability,
and low regeneration temperature [1–5]. Possible adsorbent classes are zeolites, silica gels, activated
carbons, metal organic frameworks (MOFs), and composite adsorbents made of a sorbent matrix
embedding a hygroscopic salt [6]. Among them, silico-aluminophosphate zeotype materials (SAPO,
ALPO) are very attractive due to the low regeneration temperature (<100 ◦C) and optimal shape of the
water adsorption equilibrium curve [7–9]. In closed systems research on components optimization
is mainly focused on the integration between heat exchanger and adsorbent material, to create the
so called adsorber [10]. Two different approaches are currently under investigation: embedding
a granular adsorbent in the heat exchanger [11]; coating the heat exchanger with the adsorbent
material either using a binder [12] or by direct synthesis of the zeolite over the metallic surface of
the heat exchanger [13]. The first approach allows good heat transfer efficiency without significantly
affecting the vapor diffusion through the adsorber if a proper grain size and dispersion is selected [14].
The second approach is based on the reduction of the contact resistance between the heat exchanger and
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a thin adsorbent coating (generally 0.05–0.2 mm), thus enhancing the heat transfer efficiency. However,
a sufficiently high amount of adsorbent must be deposited over the heat exchanger, to avoid reduction
of the achievable power density [15]. Similarly, in open systems the adsorption and desorption process
is typically achieved through a honeycomb matrix impregnated with a desiccant material [16,17] or
through a packed bed made of spherical beads of a sorption material [18]. In the first case, a high
heat and mass exchange area between the air stream and the desiccant matrix is obtained and air
pressure drop is low. Anyway, the manufacturing process of the honeycomb structure is quite complex
and it requires the use of support materials (such as paper or glass fiber) and appropriate binders
that partially limit the net sorption capacity of the desiccant. In the second case, packed bed can be
easily realized by using beads of pure materials, without any need of binders. On the other side,
this approach leads to a device with high water mass transfer resistance within desiccant beads and
high air pressure drop, limiting the application of the system. Optimization of adsorber/desorber
configuration in both open and closed systems is still an open issue, which heavily depends on the
final application of the adsorption system [19].

Recently, an innovative silicone–zeolite foaming process has been developed in order to enhance
the power density of the zeolite heat and mass exchanger in closed-cycle adsorption heat pumps
and chillers [20,21]. Indeed, foamed materials, due to their intrinsic high surface area per unit mass,
could allow to obtain a large amount of zeolite coating per unit of volume, and at the same time
the foam porosity could act as a preferential pathway for the vapor diffusion. This approach allows
improving the amount of active material embedded into the adsorbent heat exchanger and can be
suitable for both open and closed systems. In a previous preliminary work, several samples of SAPO34
foams have been prepared and water adsorption isotherms have been measured by a gravimetric
adsorption apparatus, demonstrating that they can adsorb a significant amount of water (up to 30 wt.%)
under typical operating conditions of open-cycle adsorption systems [22]. Moreover, the tested foams
exhibited sufficiently fast water sorption rate, as the silicone does not significantly reduce the transient
adsorption capacity of pure zeolite.

Based on the promising results achieved in [22], in this work we assessed the feasibility of a
SAPO34 foam-based innovative component for open and closed adsorption heat storage applications.
Firstly, several samples with different foam formulations have been produced by varying the SAPO34
content in the range 20–60 wt.% and the corresponding water adsorption isotherms have been measured
by a thermogravimetric method. Among the different tested formulations, Z60 foam (60 wt.% SAPO34
content) demonstrated the best adsorption properties, being suitable for the development of innovative
components for heat storage applications. Accordingly, the Z60 foam preparation method has been
further developed in order to allow the foam expansion in a partially closed environment (paperboard),
to reproduce the constraints that would occur in a mold used to give the foam a specific geometry at the
end of the solidification process. Morphological analysis of the Z60 foam expanded in the paperboard
cavities has been carried out by optical microscopy, to evaluate the foam pores nature and size and study
the interaction between foam microstructure and the paperboard support. Water vapor adsorption
capacity of the obtained foam has been evaluated by thermogravimetric method and results have
been compared with ones previously obtained for foams expanded in not constrained environment.
Z60 foam adsorption data at equilibrium have been correlated considering the Dubinin–Asthakov
approach, and the corresponding heat of adsorption has been calculated. Specific heat has been
measured as a function of the SAPO34 amount by calorimetric technique. Finally, measured data of
the proposed Z60 foam have been compared with properties of other available sorbent materials for
heat storage purposes.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Preparation

The composite zeolite/siloxane foam was obtained by mold foaming process. Details of compounds
used for the synthesis are summarized in Table 1. As zeolite filler, a SAPO34, (AQSOA-FAM Z02, supplied
by Mitsubishi Chemicals, Tokyo, Japan) with average size in the range of 4–8 μm was used. The foaming
matrix is constituted by two reactants (acquired by Gelest Inc., Morrisville, NY, USA) selected in order
to have a dehydrogenative coupling reaction: a Methylhydrosiloxane—dimethylsiloxane copolymer,
trimethylsiloxane terminated, PMHS (M.W. 1400–1800, viscosity 15–25 cSt), and a silanol terminated
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS—M.W. 110,000, viscosity 50,000 cSt). In order to activate the reaction
between the two siloxane compounds, Tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate (Sn(II)) (supplied by Sigma Aldrich,
St. Louis, Missouri, NY, USA) was used as catalyst.

Two different types of samples have been prepared in this study. In the first case the slurry has
been introduced in an open mold, in order to guarantee an almost free expansion of the foam. In the
second case, the slurry has been forced inside channels of a paperboard, in order to constrain the foam
expansion in a similar way to what would happen in the construction of real components. As shown
in Figure 1, the foamed composite sample preparation can be summarized in five main steps:

(1) Filler dispersion. Preliminarily SAPO34 zeolite powder was gradually dispersed under vigorous
magnetic stirring in the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) compound for about 60 s. In order to
obtain a homogenous dispersion of the filler and to reduce the solution viscosity, water and
ethanol solvents were added to the mixture.

(2) Composite slurry. Afterward, the polymethylhydrosiloxane (PMHS) compound was thoroughly
added in the mixture obtained in point 1, always under vigorous magnetic stirring. The stirring
was maintained for 60 s until a homogenous composite slurry is obtained.

(3) Reaction activation. The catalyst (diluted in ethanol) is gently added in the composite slurry.
A vigorous mixing was applied for about 20 s.

(4) Molding. Immediately, the catalyst activated composite slurry was poured, by using a syringe tool:

• Into a cylindrical open mold (diameter 25 mm).
• Into the cavities of a corrugated cardboard (inner height and base of the cross section

respectively equal to 5 mm and 10 mm, channel length equal to 5 cm).

The samples rest open to air at room temperature for about 30 s, to stabilize the mixture in the
free surface area of the mold.

(5) Foaming. Finally, the foaming process was triggered putting the filled samples into an oven set at
60 ◦C for 24 h to allow the matrix curing. At the end of the curing process the obtained foams
poured in a cylindrical mold were cut in order to get cubic samples with edge of about 20 mm.

The foamed structure is obtained during the last point 5 of the process thanks to the
dehydrogenative coupling reaction between hydroxyl terminated polydimethylsiloxanes (PDMS) that
react with hydride functional siloxane (PMHS) to produce foamed silicone materials, according to the
following reaction:

≡ Si−OH + H − Si ≡→≡ Si−O− Si ≡ +H2 ↑ (1)

The reaction of siloxane compounds leads to a polymer network in a silicone rubber [23].
As reaction product gaseous hydrogen is formed, acting as blowing agent [24]. This process is indicated
as chemical blowing process. Furthermore, a physical blowing phenomenon occurs during the
crosslinking reaction, due to the evaporation of the solvent during the curing stage. The combination
of chemical and physical blowing allows to obtain a microporous structure with good foaming ration
and well-interconnected bubbles.
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Figure 1. Preparation steps of the silicone-SAPO34 composite foam.

Three different foam formulations were produced by varying the SAPO34 filler content in the range
20–60 wt.% of the PDMS-PMHS siloxane matrix. All produced formulations with details of compound
amounts are summarized in Table 1. The samples were codified by means a prefix “Z” coupled to a
number. Z is referred to the zeolite based foam, instead the number indicates the amount (%) of the
SAPO34 zeolite added to the siloxane matrix; i.e., Z20 code is referred to a composite foam filled by
20 wt.% of SAPO34. The term Z0 is used to refer to pure foam without zeolite. (The bold explanation)

Table 1. Siloxane solution compositions (wt.%) at varying zeolite content.

Component Z0 Z20 Z40 Z60

PDMS—Siloxane 42.6% 37.4% 29.8% 21.7%
PMHS—Siloxane 21.3% 18.7% 14.9% 10.9%
Ethanol—Solvent 14.9% 12.3% 10.3% 7.6%
Water—Solvent 10.6% 8.7% 7.4% 5.4%
Sn(II)—Catalyst 10.6% 8.7% 7.4% 5.4%
Zeolite—Filler 0% 14.2% 30.2% 48.9%
Zeolite/Foam 0% 20% 40% 60%

2.2. Experimental Equipment and Methodology

2.2.1. Dynamic Water Vapor Adsorption Analyzer

Water adsorption isotherms of pure zeolite SAPO34 and of the adsorbent foams Z20, Z40, and Z60
have been measured by a gravimetric adsorption apparatus (Aquadyne DVS). The anhydrous reference
state was obtained at 80 ◦C in nitrogen atmosphere and at ambient total pressure. Experimental
uncertainty of temperature, relative humidity and mass of the apparatus are respectively: ±0.2 ◦C;
from ±0.8% at 20 ◦C to ±1.8% at 70 ◦C; 1.0 μg plus 0.001% of measured mass.

The anhydrous reference state of pure zeolite or foams is obtained by drying each sample in the
chamber of the equipment for several hours (around 8–10 h), until no weight variation is observed,
at the aforementioned conditions. Then, the chamber is set at the desired temperature (30 ◦C, 50 ◦C,
or 70 ◦C) and sorption curve is determined by evaluating the sample mass variation at different relative
humidity. Each step is assumed in steady state conditions when mass variation is lower than 0.0001%
in a minute.

2.2.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry

The specific heat was evaluated by means of calorimetric measurement performed by DSC1
METTLER TOLEDO. The instrument before all measurements was calibrated by pure indium sample.
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The test was performed measuring the baseline of the empty crucible, the baseline of the sample,
and the baseline of the reference material (sapphire). Subsequently, the difference between sample and
empty crucible is defined as H, while the difference between reference and empty crucible is defined as
h. Knowing these values, the specific heat of the sample under investigation can be calculated as

cp, sample =
H
h

mre f

msample
cp,re f (2)

The used protocol for each measurement is as follows, consistent with the American Standard
ASTM E1269-11:

- Drying of the foam sample up to 85 ◦C over night.
- Loading of the dry adsorbent material inside a crucible and sealing it to prevent

humidity adsorption.
- Measurement of the specific heat in temperature interval between 30 ◦C and 70 ◦C, employing the

standard specific heat method against a reference material (sapphire method). The heating rate
for specific heat measurement is usually 2 ◦C min−1.

2.2.3. Other Equipment

Optical microscopy was carried out by using a three-dimensional digital microscope
(Hirox HK-8700). Mechanical properties of the prepared foams were measured by using a universal
testing machine (2.5 kN Zwick Line) equipped with a 2.5 kN load cell (sensitivity of 0.001 N).

3. Results

In this section physical properties of prepared samples of silicone–zeolite foams are reported and
discussed. Results are shown first for samples obtained through a quasi-free expansion process and,
then, for samples prepared inside paperboard channels. Tests have been carried out in the temperature
range between 30 ◦C and 70 ◦C, which is of interest for low temperature heat storage applications.

3.1. Composite Foams Obtained through Almost Free Expansion Process

3.1.1. Morphology and Mechanical Properties

The macroporous morphology of the composite foams at varying zeolite content is reported
in Figure 2. All specimens evidenced a micro-structure without macroscopic defects indicating a
suitable foaming process. A quite homogeneous cell geometry and distribution can be also highlighted.
Although, some differences among foams, at varying zeolite content can be observed. In particular,
at low zeolite content (foam Z20), the foam morphology is characterized by well-interconnected
bubbles, suggesting the presence of micro channels among the bubbles. In fact, these foams are
characterized by an open/close cell structure. The bubble walls are structurally compact, thick and
defect-free. This suggests that mechanically unstable regions in the foams were not recognized.
During the foaming process, the expansion of the siloxane matrix takes place because of hydrogen gas
evolution induced by dehydrogenative coupling reaction. This leads to an expansion of the structure
with progressively larger macropores. This effect is more evident as higher is the zeolite content
in the composite foam. At increasing filler content, the viscosity of slurry significantly increases,
thus hindering the hydrogen induced bubbling growth. As a consequence, foams with high zeolite
content (foam Z60) showed numerous small bubbles homogeneously distributed. Some small and
local macropores were occasionally evidenced.
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Figure 2. Macroporus morphology of composite foams at increasing zeolite content.

In order to better relate composite foam morphology and its mechanical performances, Table 2
summarizes apparent density (calculated as weight to volume ratio) and elastic properties for all
composite zeolite foams. As reference, the not filled foam was also added. This information, can provide
a direct practical information on the use and handling conditions of the material.

Table 2. Density and elastic properties for all composite zeolite foams.

Component Z0 Z20 Z40 Z60

Apparent Density (g cm3)
average 0.27 0.30 0.37 0.91

Stand. Dev. 0.021 0.033 0.058 0.127

Average diameter (mm)
average 1.21 1.07 0.66 0.26

Stand. Dev. 0.97 0.85 0.55 0.18

Elastic Modulus (MPa)
average 0.031 0.050 0.055 1.552

Stand. Dev. 0.005 0.006 0.009 0.274

Comp. Stress (30% Strain) (MPa)
average 0.005 0.006 0.014 0.340

Stand. Dev. 5 × 10−4 5 × 10−4 5 × 10−3 0.098

Due to the zeolite filler addition, a gradual increase of elastic modulus and compression stress can
be observed. In particular, the Foam Z60 showed an elastic modulus of 1.552 MPa, about two orders of
magnitude higher than the unfilled one (Foam Z0, 0.031 MPa).

As a consequence of the soft behavior of the microporous matrix, all composite foams exhibited a
quite low compression stress. Although, as observed for the elastic modulus, a progressive increase at
increasing the zeolite amount, was observed. However, although an increase in compressive stress
takes place, the modulus increase limits the foam compressibility, representing a warning to pay
attention during practical use and handling of the material.

This behavior can be ascribed to the foam microstructure. At increasing amount of adsorbent
filler in the foam, apparent density of the foam increases due to a densification effect of the composite
material induced by the filler addition. The foaming ratio is gradually reduced as evidenced by
comparing the density of Foam Z60 that is three times higher than unfilled one (foam Z0). In particular,
based on calculated apparent density, it is possible to identify the foam void content (Vc), defined as

Vc = 1− Apparent Density/Bulk Density (3)

where the bulk density can be calculated through the rule of the mixture of the composite constituents.
The void content decreases at increasing filler content. In particular for Z0 and Z60 batches a
Vc of 72.2% and 47.8% was obtained. This confirms the limited foaming for high zeolite content
composite specimens.

The presence of the filler partially hinders the bubble growth during the foaming stage,
mainly limiting the coalescence phenomena of the bubbles. In fact, the bubble dimension in the
foams with higher amount of zeolite filler are characterized by quite lower average diameter size.
The standard deviation is also reduced as confirmation of the less dispersed size distribution. However,
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the composite foam structure preserves the presence of microchannels, which, considering also the
high permeability of the silicone matrix to water vapor, could act as preferential paths for the water
vapor diffusion, potentially preserving the effective adsorbing capacity of the zeolite.

3.1.2. Adsorption Capacity

As shown in Figure 3, water adsorption isotherms of pure SAPO34 and of Z20, Z40, and Z60 have
been measured at 30 ◦C and 70 ◦C. The sharp uptake rise at low relative humidity (RH < 15–20%) and,
more generally, the isotherm shape of the pure material is similarly present also in the foams proposed
in this work. At each step of relative humidity, sorption capacities of Z20, Z40, and Z60 are lower than
one of pure SAPO34. This effect is related to the presence of silicone (included in the reference mass of
each sample) that does not participate in the sorption process. As discussed in a previous research [22],
the reduced adsorption capacity is in agreement with the zeolite mass fraction. In fact, if the adsorption
capacity were referred only to the dry mass of zeolite of each sample, adsorption isotherm curves of
pure desiccant and of foams would be very close (maximum reduction around 14%).

Figure 3. Adsorption capacity of pure SAPO34 and zeolite foams at different temperature.

Based on obtained results, Z60 foam keeps a high sorption capacity of the SAPO34 and, therefore,
can be effectively used to develop innovative components for heat storage applications.

Experimental data at 30 ◦C and 70 ◦C and additional ones at 50 ◦C have been used to fit parameters
of sorption isotherm curves proposed by Dubinin–Asthakov (D-A) [25]:

Wads = W0 e−(A
E )

n
= W0 e−(

−RT ln(RH)
E )

n

(4)

where W0 is the maximum sorption capacity, A is the adsorption potential, E is the characteristic D-A
parameter and n is an exponent describing the surface heterogeneity. The adopted fitting approach has
already been used by other researchers [26,27] for SAPO34, with satisfactorily results. Parameters can
be fitted by using entire data between minimum and maximum sorption capacity (obtaining one set
of parameters) [26] or by dividing the uptake curve in different sections (obtaining multiple sets of
parameters) [27]. Authors adopted the first approach because it is particularly simple and obtained
correlation can be easily implemented in phenomenological models of the device, although the second
one generally leads to a more accurate correlation. Obtained parameters of Z60 are W0 = 0.1486 kg kg−1,
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E = 420 kJ kg−1 and n = 4.01 with R-square equal to 0.9376. Measured adsorption equilibrium curves
and numerical results obtained through Equation (4) are reported in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Adsorption capacity Z60 zeolite foam at different temperatures as a function of the
adsorption potential.

Finally, according to the adopted D-A approach, it is worth specifying that the heat of adsorption
can been calculated as:

Qads = λ+ A (5)

where λ is the enthalpy of evaporation of water at a given temperature and A is the adsorption potential.
In Figure 5, the heat of adsorption of Z60 is calculated and plotted against the sorption capacity for
different temperatures (by using Equations (4) and (5)).

Figure 5. Z60 zeolite foam: heat of adsorption as a function of adsorption capacity at
different temperatures.
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Although the evaluation of the adsorption kinetics is not the scope of this work, it is worth
specifying that silicone foam does not affect significantly adsorption kinetics. Sorption characteristic
time of pure zeolite and foamed samples is of the same magnitude order.

3.1.3. Specific Heat

Figure 6 reports the specific heat cp evaluated for Z20, Z40, and Z60 foams in anhydrous state and
in the temperature range 30–70 ◦C. As expected, in all cases the specific heat increases as temperature
increases. Moreover, the specific heat is higher in samples with lower SAPO34 loading, ranging from
about 0.85 kJ kg−1 ◦C−1 (foam Z60) to about 1.6 kJ kg−1 ◦C−1 (foam Z20). This behavior is due to
the higher specific heat of the polymeric phase with respect to the pure SAPO34 fraction, which is
characterized by relatively low specific heat (0.82–0.94 kJ kg−1 ◦C−1 [28]). The low specific heat of
the Z60 foam is a physical property of interest for the application of thermal energy storage. In fact,
it leads to a decrease in the energy exchanged to vary the temperature of the material in the charging
and discharging cycles.

Figure 6. Zeolite foam: specific heat of Z20, Z40, and Z60 foams.

3.2. Paperboard Foamed Samples

3.2.1. Morphology

Preliminarily, optical images to assess the morphology of the foamed structure in the paperboard
cavities were performed. In particular, the corrugated paperboard samples were cut in transversal and
longitudinal direction to corrugation, a and b lines, respectively, as schemed in the drawing reported in
Figure 7. No evidence of material loss after the cutting step was observed indicating a good structural
stability of the foam filled in the cardboard cavities.
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Figure 7. Optical images of cross-section corrugated paperboard filled with zeolite foam.

At first analyzing the transversal direction (Figure 7a), the foam morphology shows the clear
presence of bubbles randomly distributed along the whole cross-section. The size and shape of the
bubbles can be varied according to the coalescence phenomena that take place during foaming.
This results in a heterogeneous distribution of bubble geometries [29]. However, the foam is
homogeneously distributed. The adsorbent composite material is also present in the narrow cavities
formed between the wave and plain sheets of the cardboard. This indicates that the filling process of
the cardboard channels was effective and suitable for the viscosity of the composite slurry. However,
it should be pointed out that small debonding area at the interface with the cardboard occurred, probably
due to a non-optimal interaction of the composite with the surface of the cardboard. This aspect is
much more evident by analyzing the longitudinal section (shown in Figure 7b). In this cross section
direction, analyzing the foam/paperboard interface, some delamination lines alternate between large
anchoring areas. This is imputable to the foaming process that takes place inside the cavity. The stress
state induced by the increase in volume, during the bubble formation, entail the formation of shear
stresses along the walls [30], that, considering the progressive solidification of the matrix during the
curing, trigger cracks and delamination at the foam/paperboard interface. Although, these localized
damages do not lead in the mechanical stability loss of the foam, which is always compact and not
easily removable by the touch.

3.2.2. Adsorption Capacity

Same samples of foam prepared in the paper board have been tested in dynamic vapor sorption
analyzer in order to obtain equilibrium adsorption isotherms at 30 ◦C and 70 ◦C. It is worth specifying
that only pure foam has been analyzed without any cardboard part. In Figure 8 sorption isotherms of
foam expanded in the paperboard are compare with ones previously obtained through a quasi-free
expansion in open cylinders, as reported in Section 3.1. It is possible to state that the constraint related
to the presence of the paperboard does not affect the sorption capacity of the foam. Therefore, sorption
capacity data and Dubinin–Asthakov coefficients discussed in Section 3.1.2 can be effectively used also
for Z60 prepared in the paperboard.
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Figure 8. Adsorption capacity of pure Z60 zeolite foams expanded in free space (open cylinder) and
inside paperboard at different temperatures.

4. Comparison with Other Storage Materials

As shown in [31], several classes of materials are available which can fit the requirements for heat
storage applications. Table 3 reports the thermo-physical properties of sorbents suitable for application
in thermal energy storage systems and compares them with the measured data for Z60.

Table 3. Comparison of Z60 properties with sorbent material classes for heat storage.

Silica Gels Zeolites AlPOs/SAPOs Composites MOFs
Activated
Carbons

Z60

Adsorption heat (kJ/kg) 160/180 * 50/300 * 250/300 * 50/250 * 20/200 ** 45/900 *** 375/450 *
Typical desorption
temperatures (◦C)

50/80 70/350 60/90 60/90 60/150 80/200 60/80

Density (kg/m3) 650/700 650/900 800/900 300/600 1000/2000 700/750 780/1030
Specific heat
(kJ/(kg ◦C))

0.8/0.9 0.85/0.95 0.85/0.95 0.95/1.05 0.8/1.2 0.8/1.5 0.8/1.5

Thermal conductivity
(W/(m ◦C))

0.15/0.20 0.15/0.25 0.15/0.25 0.15/0.30 0.10/015 0.15/0.75 0.15/0.25

Possible refrigerants water water water
water,

methanol,
ethanol

water,
methanol,

ethanol

methanol,
ethanol,

ammonia
water

Amount of uptake
exchanged in a typical

cycle (kg/kg)
0.03/0.10 up to 0.2 up to 0.25 up to 0.8 0.16/0.40 015/0.60 up to 0.25

* The heat of adsorption is calculated for a cycle with Tdes = 100 ◦C, Tcond = 30 ◦C, Tads = 50 ◦C, Tev = 10 ◦C, with water
as sorbate. ** The heat of adsorption is calculated from isotherms at 298 K, 303 K and 333 K, with water as sorbate.
*** The range of heat of adsorption is calculated with methanol and ammonia as sorbates.

In particular, thermal conductivity for Z60 sample was experimentally measured by means of C-
Therm TCi, a specific tool that allows the evaluation of the thermal conductivity and the effusiveness of
the materials (solids, liquids, powders and slurries) using the technique defined “Modified Transient
Plane Source (MTPS)”, compliant with the ASTM D7984 standard.

The other data presented are, instead, taken from literature while the ones on heat of adsorption
are based on the experimental measurements.

It is worth noticing that Z60 possesses enhanced properties for application in devices for heat
storage, however the identification of the best material for heat storage is extremely application-related.
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Indeed, the operating conditions under which the material is employed can strongly influence its
overall performance.

As showed in the sections above, Z60 can be effectively regenerated at lower temperatures,
significantly below 100 ◦C still having a higher uptake under the typical boundary conditions of
thermal energy storage.

Table 3 also shows as newly developed materials, such as MOFs and composites, exhibit also
good properties for heat storage applications, however such classes of materials are still expensive or
not commercially available. Classical materials (silica-gels, activated carbons, and zeolites), instead,
are cheap and easily available, but present the worst performances.

5. Conclusions

Novel silicone-SAPO34 composite materials have been proposed for application in adsorption
thermal energy storage systems. Morphological aspects and mechanical properties at varying SAPO34
content (range 20–60 wt.%) were investigated, demonstrating homogeneous open-cell structure and
good structural stability of the foam. Water adsorption measurement carried out by thermogravimetric
system evidenced high adsorption capacity of the composite materials.

Based on aforementioned considerations, the foam can be used to develop scaled up prototypes
of adsorbers for both open and closed systems for heat storage. Verification of the foam stability to
aging cycles is another critical issue to be addressed in future activity.
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Featured Application: The paper provides theoretical limits of chemisorption heat storage in

buildings and discusses solutions for an efficient system integration.

Abstract: The theoretical limits of water sorbate-based chemical sorption heat storage are investigated
in this study. First, a classification of thermochemical heat storage is proposed based on bonding
typology. Then, thermodynamics of chemical solid/gas sorption is introduced. The analysis of the
reaction enthalpy from the literature indicates that this value is only slightly varying for one mole
of water. Using this observation, and with the help of thermodynamic considerations, it is possible
to derive conclusions on energy efficiency of closed and open heat storage systems. Whatever the
salt, the main results are (1) the energy required for evaporation of water is, at least, 65% of the
available energy of reaction, and (2) the maximum theoretical energy efficiency of the system, defined
as the ratio of the heat released to the building over the heat provided to the storage, is about 1.8.
Considering the data from literature, it is also possible to show that perfectly working prototypes
have an energy efficiency about 49 %. Based on those results, it is possible to imagine that for the
best available material, a perfect thermochemical heat storage system would correspond to 12 times
water with a temperature difference about 50 ◦C. Such solution is definitely competitive, provided
that some difficult issues are solved—issues that are discussed throughout this paper.

Keywords: chemical sorption; heat storage; system efficiency; reaction enthalpy; theoretical limits

1. Introduction

It is obvious that everything has a limit. However, it is better to know its value to avoid wasting
effort, time and money to find means of going beyond that limit. Chemical solid/gas reaction,
i.e., thermochemical, can reach high thermal energy density. The first studies dealing with chemical
heat storage are from the 1980s but it has become a real subject of interest during the last 10 years [1–8].
Among possible reactions, those using water are the most studied because of its availability and
non-toxicity. Whatever the system, closed or open reactor, one of the main design criteria is the energy
efficiency of the thermal storage system: this is the purpose of the present article.

Basically, thermal energy storage can be used for a wide range of applications [9]: for temperatures
ranging from 600 ◦C in concentrated solar power to −20 ◦C for cooling; and for dimensions ranging
from thousands of cubic meters to cubic millimeters. However, the most studied application remains
building as it is an important leverage of energy consumption reduction. In buildings, the available
heat can mainly come from solar energy or electrical energy. Therefore, the charging temperature of
the storage system remains below 150 ◦C: only materials with a dehydration temperature below this
limit will be considered. During the discharge, the system must provide the heat required for heating
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and/or domestic hot water production: these constraints will drive the power and temperature during
the release of heat. The two main objectives of heat storage in buildings are 1) to store heat during the
summer and release heat during cold days: interseasonal storage or 2) to store heat during electricity
off-peak period and release heat during peak load: peak load shaving.

Now, let us have a look at the literature dealing with chemical reaction system efficiency.
MgCl2 · 6 H2O was selected by [10] to be tested in a 17 L open reactor. Under realistic operating
condition, the energy storage capacity of the reactor reached about 139 kWh m−3. The energy efficiency
was characterized by the instantaneous electrical COP of the system evaluated via:

COPel =
Pheating

Pf an
(1)

where Pheating is the heat released and Pf an the fan electrical energy. A maximum electrical coefficient
of performance of 12 was found, but the authors expected to reach up to 30 with by optimizing the heat
recovery and decreasing the pressure drop in the storage. Of course this high COP value is a direct
consequence of the “home-made” definition. For the sake of clarity and generalizability, the present
study will only deal with thermodynamic efficiency of the system.

A laboratory scale closed chemical heat storage system was developed in [11], capable of holding
about 974 g of material. The storage material used was SrBr2 · 6 H2O and 13 dehydration and
hydration cycles were conducted. The energy storage capacity of the reactor was about 65 kWh.
The reactor thermal energy efficiency was 0.77 meaning a global heat loss of 23%.

It is worth mentioning that other reactors have been experimentally tested but no data are
available concerning the energy efficiency:

• SrBr2 · 6 H2O in an open reactor—[12],
• Na2S · 5 H2O in a closed reactor—[13],
• SrBr2 · 6 H2O in an open reactor—[14,15],
• CaCl2 · 2 H2O in a closed reactor—[16],
• CaCl2 · 2 H2O in an open reactor—[17].

The experimental investigation was focused on the reactor alone and the storage capacity and
efficiency were based on a perfect system integration. For example, heat required for water vapor
generation is never evaluated nor discussed. Further discussion on protype efficiency is discussed in
Section 4 of the paper.

On the other side, the theoretical COP of chemical heat pump, i.e., closed system, was studied
in [18]. The calculated standard enthalpy of reaction of 34 salts was used to evaluate the influence
of thermophysical properties on energy and exergy efficiency of a perfect system with recovery
of condensation heat and “energy–free” heat of vaporization. The main results were (1) the
maximum COP is about 1.84 for CaSO4 · 2 H2O and (2) the behavior of the energetic efficiency and
the exegetic efficiency is opposite. The calculations were based on the evaluation of the perfect
thermodynamic cycle.

The originality of the paper is the evaluation of the theoretical limits of the thermodynamic
efficiency of water sorbate/salt chemical sorption heat storage system. To our knowledge, it is the
first attempt to evaluate such limits. The starting point of our work is simple: examining data from
the literature, the enthalpy of reaction of one mole of water varies little from one reaction to the
other. Then, with the help of chemical thermodynamics, it is possible to derive general considerations
concerning the efficiency of open and closed heat storage systems integrated in a building. Moreover,
also considering the existing prototype data, more expanded conclusions are derived.

2. Heat Storage Classification

In the literature, thermochemical heat storage is employed for a family of reactions involving both
physical and chemical processes. A tentative of classification is given in [19] and is presented in
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Figure 1. However, in this classification, sorption is used to aggregate different physical phenomena
and can lead to misunderstandings. Then, we propose, in this section, to derive a classification
of thermochemical heat storage based on physical phenomena typology. We deliberately limit the
classification development to heterogeneous Involving components of two or more phases) reactions
as homogeneous reactions are seldom used for thermal energy storage.

Let us first define sorption: according to [20], sorption is the process by which a substance (sorbate) is
sorbed (adsorbed or absorbed) on or in another substance (sorbent). The process can be caused by physical
bonding, i.e., physical sorption, or chemical bonding, i.e., chemical sorption. The main difference
between physical and chemical sorption lies in the nature of created bonds. Physical sorption is weak,
long range bonding mostly Van der Walls interactions and hydrogen bonding. Chemical sorption is
strong, short range bonding involving orbital overlap and charge transfer. Another main difference
between physical and chemical sorption is that the latter requires activation energy whereas it is not
the case for the first process.

Sorption can be absorption or adsorption. Definitions of both processes can be found in [20]:

• Absorption is the process of one material (absorbate) being retained by another (absorbent); this may be
the physical solution of a gas, liquid, or solid in a liquid, attachment of molecules of a gas, vapor, liquid,
or dissolved substance to a solid surface by physical forces, etc..

• Adsorption is an increase in the concentration of a dissolved substance at the interface of a condensed
and a liquid phase due to the operation of surface forces. Adsorption can also occur at the interface of a
condensed and a gaseous phase.

While molecule undergoing absorption are taken up through the bulk of the absorbent (for example
by diffusion), adsorption is a surface process. It is sometimes difficult to find the difference between
adsorption and absorption. Taking for example the dehydration of lithium sulphate monohydrate [21]
(i.e., chemical sorption), nucleation is supposed to occur at the surface of the grain (adsorption) and
then the growth proceeds towards the center of the grains by diffusion (absorption).

Figure 1. Chemical storage and sorption storage classification—reproduced from [19], copyright
permission: Elsevier, 2019.

Physical sorption can be split into absorption and adsorption (also called physisorption). As with
physical sorption, chemical sorption can be split into absorption and adsorption:

• Chemical absorption or reactive absorption is a chemical reaction between the absorbed and the
absorbing substances. Sometimes it combines with physical absorption. This type of absorption
depends upon the stoichiometry of the reaction and the concentration of its reactants.

• Chemical adsorption is called chemisorption. Chemisorption is Adsorption which results from
chemical bond formation (strong interaction) between the adsorbent and the adsorbate in a monolayer on
the surface [20].
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From the previous definition, we propose in Figure 2 a classification of heat storage systems
based on the physical/chemical phenomena involved. For heat storage, the split between physical and
chemical sorption is important as the heat related to the two phenomena is quite different. For example,
heat of adsorption is different for physisorption and chemisorption:

• Physisorption: 5–45 kJ mol−1 in [22]; 2–29 kJ mol−1 in [23]
• Chemisorption: 80–400 kJ mol−1 in [22]; >30 kJ mol−1 in [23]

Figure 2. Classification of heat storage by physical phenomena.

3. Basics of Chemical Thermodynamics

3.1. Energy Change in Chemical Sorption

Let us consider the water sorbate heterogeneous chemical sorption reaction process expressed
under the following general form:

Asolid + νH2Ogas −−⇀↽−− (AνH2O)solid (2)

The first law of thermodynamics states that the change in the internal energy of a system ΔU is
equal to the sum of the heat gained/lost by the system Q and the work done by/on the system W:

ΔU = Q + W (3)

The amount of work of expansion done by the reaction during any transformation is given by:

W = −
∫

P × dV (4)
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At constant volume (i.e., W = 0), the heat released or absorbed by the reaction is equal to the
change in the internal energy that occurs during the reaction:

ΔU = QV (5)

Such configuration is close to closed chemical sorption heat storage systems.
At constant pressure, the change in the internal energy during the reaction is given by:

ΔU = QP + W = QP − P × ΔV (6)

Let us introduce the enthalpy of the system H related to the internal energy by:

H = U + P × V (7)

Then, the heat released or absorbed during a chemical reaction at constant pressure is equal to the
change in the enthalpy of the system:

ΔH = QP (8)

Such configuration is close to open chemical sorption heat storage systems.
The relationship between the change in internal energy and the change in enthalpy, assuming an

ideal gas, is given by:
ΔH = ΔU − ν × R × T (9)

where R = 8.31 J K−1 mol−1 is the gas constant and ν the stoichiometric coefficient defined in
Equation (2). For a temperature of 273.15 K, R × T = 2.27 kJ mol−1. This value is very low compared
to the heat of reaction given per mole of water Values of enthalpies of reaction are given in Table 1),
less than 4%, and then can be neglected. Consequently, it is possible to assume that the change in
internal energy is more or less equal to the change in enthalpy.

3.2. Enthalpy of Reaction

For the reaction given in Equation (2), dnH2O, dnA and dnAνH2O are respectively the mole variation
of water, solid A (i.e., dehydrated salt) and solid AνH2O (i.e., hydrated salt). Then, the degree of
advancement of the reaction ξ is given by:

dξ =
dnH2O

ν
= dnA = dnAνH2O (10)

The variation of enthalpy can be written under the following form:

dH =

(
∂H
∂P

)
T,ξ

× dP +

(
∂H
∂T

)
P,ξ

× dT + Δr H × dξ (11)

where Δr H is the enthalpy of reaction at constant temperature and pressure. Of course, for a
transformation at constant pressure and temperature (Constant temperature or neglected variation of
enthalpy due to temperature change), the variation of enthalpy is given by ΔH = Δr H × ξ = QP

The standard enthalpy of reaction (denoted Δr H0) is the enthalpy change that occurs in a
system when one mole of matter is transformed by a chemical reaction under standard conditions,
i.e., a temperature of 273.15 K and a pressure of 100, 000 Pa. The standard enthalpy of reaction can be
measured or computed using the standard enthalpy of formation of the reactants and products.
The enthalpy of reaction for a temperature T is related to the standard enthalpy of reaction via:

Δr H0
T = Δr H0

273.15 +

T∫
273.15

(CAνH2O − CA − ν × CH2O)× dT (12)
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where C is the specific heat of AνH2O, A or H2O. It is worth mentioning that usually, the quantity
T∫

273.15
(CAνH2O − CA − ν × CH2O)× dt is small compared to Δr H0

273.15.

Moreover, the chemical sorption reaction being monovariant, the equilibrium is given by the
Clausius–Clapeyron relation:

ln
(

Pe

P0

)
= − Δr H0

ν × R × Te
+

ΔrS0

ν × R
(13)

where Pe is the equilibrium water vapor pressure [Pa] and Te the equilibrium temperature [K].

4. Material Considerations

In the remaining of the study, we will consider only reactions involving temperatures below
150 ◦C which corresponds to a building application [1]. However, the ideas developed in the present
paper can be straightforwardly adapted to other applications or other sorbates.
The dehydration of cobalt(II) chloride–6–hydrate (CoCl2.6H2O) was investigated in [24]. The enthalpy
of formation was calculated using thermodynamic values. The results show that one mole of water
corresponds to a variation of the reaction enthalpy about 55.2 kJ mol−1. It is worth mentioning that the
latter value is very close to the enthalpy of vaporization of ice at 25 ◦C i.e., 52 kJ mol−1. This conclusion
is also validated by [25].

Enthalpy of reaction given in the literature are summarized in Table 1. The enthalpy of reaction
of one mole of water is only varying between 55.1 kJ mol−1 and 67.8 kJ mol−1. Of course, this value
is close to the observations made in the literature and given above. This observation is the starting
point of our demonstration concerning the maximum efficiency of a chemical sorption heat storage
integrated in a building.

Table 1. Measured enthalpy of reaction extracted from the literature.

Hydrated Salt Dehydrated Salt
Δr H Δr H/ν

Reference
[kJ mol−1] [kJ mol−1]

MgSO4 · 6 H2O MgSO4 · H2O 275.7 55.1 [26]
LiNO3 · 3 H2O LiNO3 165.8 55.3 [27]

Al2(SO4)3 · 18 H2O Al2(SO4)3 · 8 H2O 554.5 55.4 [27]
CaCl2 · 6 H2O CaCl2 · H2O 277.0 55.4 [27]
CuSO4 · 5 H2O CuSO4 · 3 H2O 111.7 55.8 [26]
SrCl2 · 6 H2O SrCl2 342.0 57.0 [27]
LiSO4 · H2O LiSO4 57.2 57.2 [26]

CuSO4 · 3 H2O CuSO4 · H2O 114.8 57.4 [26]
La(NO3)3 · 6 H2O La(NO3)3 · 1.5 H2O 260.4 57.9 [27]

MgCl2 · 6 H2O MgCl2 · 4 H2O 116.4 58.2 [26]
LaCl3 · 7 H2O LaCl3 · H2O 355.5 59.3 [27]

Na2S2O3 · 5 H2O Na2S2O3 279.9 56.0 [27]
MgSO4 · 7 H2O MgSO4 · H2O 335.7 56.0 [27]
CaCl2 · 2 H2O CaCl2 · 0.3 H2O 101.0 59.4 [28]
MgCl2 · 6 H2O MgCl2 361.2 60.2 [29]
KOH · 2 H2O KOH · 1.2 H2O 48.2 60.3 [27]

Zn(NO3)2 · 6 H2O Zn(NO3)2 372.0 62.0 [27]
Na2S · 5 H2O Na2S 310.0 62.0 [30]
CaBr2 · 6 H2O CaBr2 · 0.3 H2O 353.9 62.1 [27]

LiCl · H2O LiCl 62.2 62.2 [27]
K2CO3 · 1.5 H2O K2CO3 95.5 63.7 [27]

SrBr2 · 6 H2O SrBr2 · H2O 337.0 67.4 [27]
MgCl2 · 4 H2O MgCl2 · 2 H2O 135.6 67.8 [26]
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5. Efficiency: from Material to System

5.1. Concepts

The principle diagram of a perfect sorption heat storage system using solid–water vapor
chemisorption is presented in Figure 3. The 2 curves present the solid/water vapor equilibrium
of the sorbent and the vapor/liquid equilibrium of the water sorbate. Under the solid/water vapor
line, the sorbent is under the Asolid form. Above the solid/water vapor line, the sorbent is under the
(AνH2O)solid form. Basically, the two main concepts of system design are closed and open.

Figure 3. Theoretical Clausius–Clapeyron chemical sorption cycle – reproduced from [1], copyright
permission: Elsevier, 2019.

The concept of closed chemical sorption thermal energy storage system is given in Figure 4. At the
beginning, sorbent is under the (AνH2O)solid form. During the storage step, Qin heat is transferred to
the solid at the temperature Tin. Therefore, dehydration occurs, and water vapor pressure is increasing.
Consequently, the gas moves from the material to the condenser where the pressure is Ph. The vapor
condensates (in the condenser) and heat of condensation is released, Qcond. During the release step,
liquid is evaporated (in the evaporator) at temperature Te, requiring energy, Qevap. The pressure in the
evaporator is higher than in the solid and a vapor flow stands. Thermal energy Qout is then released
during the sorption reaction in the solid.

(a) storage – desorption (b) release – sorption

Figure 4. Closed heat storage system—quantities refer to Figure 3—reproduced from [1], copyright
permission: Elsevier, 2019.

The other option consists of using an open system; a principle diagram of such system is given in
Figure 5. The concept consists of using dry air (inert from the reaction point of view) and water vapor
(i.e., humid air). During the storage step, the humid air is passing through the material under the
(AνH2O)solid form. Qin thermal energy is then transferred to the solid at the temperature Tin, resulting
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in the dehydration process and a potential heat of condensation in the carrier, Qcond. During the release
step, humid air is passing through the material under the Asolid form and may requires a quantity of
heat to evaporate liquid water, Qevap. The water vapor is sorbed and a quantity of thermal energy Qout

is transferred to the humid air.

(a) storage – desorption (b) release – sorption

Figure 5. Open heat storage system—quantities refer to Figure 3—reproduced from [1], copyright
permission: Elsevier, 2019.

In a closed system, a water tank with a heat exchanger is necessary. It behaves either like a
condenser, or like an evaporator, depending on the storage or release step. In an open system, it is
necessary to find the water vapor. In most of the publications, it is stated that this humidity can come
from inside the building. However, calculations show that it is not enough water vapor, especially in
wintertime when outside specific humidity is very low.

5.2. Literature Review

5.2.1. Closed Systems

A thermochemical heat pump based on the SrBr2 salt was developed for the aim of both heating
and cooling in [12]. The prototype is able to store 60 kWh m−3 and 40 kWh m−3 respectively for
heating and cooling. The specific powers for heating and cooling is in the range 2.5 kW m−3 to
4 kW m−3. The main limitation identified by the authors was the low heat transfer at the interface
between the reactive layer and the exchanger wall.

Na2S was the salt used in [31] to develop a modular heat storage system. The average heating
power is 3.79 kW and energy released about 0.5 kWh. The calculations do not take into account the
energy required for water vaporization during adsorption.

A closed system using MgCl2 has been numerically studied in [29]. In this work, the material
with the heat exchanger is modeled using Comsol Multiphysics 4.3a to evaluate the thermal and mass
transport behavior of salt-hydrate during charging process. From the model, it is also possible to
evaluate the temperature field in the reactor and possible problems of melting.

5.2.2. Open Systems

Pure salt thermochemical heat storage has been studied in laboratory with the design and test of
a prototype using the hydration of the strontium bromide SrBr2 [15,32]. They report in their study that
hydration specific powers up to 4.3 kW m−3 and an energy density of 190 kWh m−3 has been reached
for a theoretical bed salt energy density of 388 kWh m−3.

KAI(SO4)2 has been tested in a reactor of 25 kg of salt [33]. The results are an energy density of
0.2 kW kg and a power density of 4 W kg.

In [10], a selection procedure was realized to select the material tested MgCl2. A prototype of
17 dm3 has been tested in laboratory conditions. The prototype was able to provide 50 W heating
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power at 60 ◦C, with an instantaneous COP of 12, i.e., a density about 3 kW m−3. The authors also
highlighted that the improvement of heat recovery and pressure drop could increase the performance.

A composite MgSO4 salt inside zeolite reactor of 7.1 dm3 was monitored during hydration and
dehydration in [34]. The results are a released power of 64 W for an energy of 636 kWh meaning a
released power density of 9 kW m−3 and an energy density of 90 kWh m−3.

5.3. Discussion

Figure 6 is summarizing the results under the form of the prototype energy density versus
the material energy density, of course for the available data. The main result is that whatever the
material, the perfect laboratory scale reactor energy density is about 49 % of the material alone!
Improvements are necessary to increase this efficiency, based on heat and mass transfers. Of course,
those measurements are realized under perfect boundary conditions without considering the reactor
integration in the building. In particular, the way the water vapor is produced and the way the water
condensation energy is recovered has a high impact on the final maximum energy efficiency. This is
the purpose of the next section.

Figure 6. Prototype energy density versus material energy density.

6. Thermodynamic Efficiency: From System to Integration in Buildings

Whatever the system, open or closed, it is important to answer the issue related to the
thermodynamic efficiency limit of the heat storage. Basically, the designer of such system must
know the thermodynamics limit to evaluate the enhancement possibilities of its prototype.

Let us first define Q+ as the supplied energy per mole of salt to the storage system and Q− as
the recovered energy per mole of salt. For the sake of universality, the efficiency of the system η is
defined as:

η =
Q−

Q+
(14)

This efficiency can also be found as COP in the literature [3]. However, the definition of COP
may vary from one author to the other: an example is the definition of COP given by [10] which is
completely different from the one given by [18].

The maximum reachable efficiency ηmax is calculated with the maximum Q−, called Q−
max, and,

of course, the minimum Q+
min.

The assumptions used to evaluate the theoretical limits of the energy efficiency are:

◦ Heat losses in the system are not taken into account.
◦ Sensible heat of materials and parts of the reactor are neglected.
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◦ The energy released or absorbed by the reaction is approximated by the standard enthalpy
of reaction.

◦ The equilibrium drop influence is neglected (see [18]).
◦ Only total hydration/dehydration processes are under investigation.

Given the previous assumptions, if the heat of condensation is not recovered and if the heat of
evaporation is energy–free (Energy–free means that no additional energy is required for producing
water vapor), the trivial efficiency is ηmax = 1 (see Figure 7—Q−

max = Q+
min = Δr H0).

heat
 storage

rH

(a) storage

heat
 storage

rH

(b) release

Figure 7. System integration: heat of condensation is not recovered, and heat of evaporation is
energy–free: ηmax = 1.

Considering the previous assumptions, if non-free heat of evaporation, the maximum efficiency
becomes (see Figure 8):

ηmax =
Q−

max

Q+
min

=
Δr H0

Δr H0 + Qevap
=

1

1 + Qevap
Δr H0

(15)

heat
 storage

rH

(a) storage

heat
 storage

rHQevap

(b) release

Figure 8. System integration: heat of condensation is not recovered and heat of evaporation is not free:
ηmax = 1

1+
Qevap
Δr H0

.

The quantity of energy required to evaporate liquid water per mole of salt is evaluated with:

Qevap = ν × MH2O × Lv (16)

where Lv is the water heat of vaporization in standard conditions taken as 2456 kJ kg−1 and MH2O the
molar mass of water equal to 18 g mol−1. Considering data from Table 1, and considering that Δr H0/ν

is varying between 55.1 kJ mol−1 and 67.8 kJ mol−1, the ratio Qevap/Δr H0 can be straightforwardly
evaluated as:

0.65 ≤ Qevap

Δr H0 ≤ 0.80 (17)
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Introducing Equation (17) into Equation (15), the energy efficiency of the system becomes:

0.55 ≤ ηmax ≤ 0.6 (18)

The previous equations also show that energy required for evaporation is, at least, 65% of the

available energy of reaction! And the maximum energy efficiency of the integrated system ηmax is
60% only!

Let us now consider the case with a total recover of condensation heat and energy–free heat of
evaporation. Then, the energy efficiency becomes (see Figure 9):

ηmax =
Q−

max

Q+
min

=
Δr H0 + Qcond

Δr H0 = 1 +
Qcond
Δr H0 (19)

heat
 storage

rH Qcond

(a) storage

heat
 storage

rH

(b) release

Figure 9. System integration: heat of condensation is recovered and heat of evaporation is energy–free:
ηmax = 1 + Qcond

Δr H0 .

The quantity of energy (per mole of salt) recoverable from condensation is evaluated by:

Qcond = ν × MH2O × Lv (20)

Starting from Equation (19) and introducing Equation (20), the energy efficiency of the
system becomes:

1.6 ≤ ηmax ≤ 1.8 (21)

The maximum theoretical energy efficiency of the system is about 1.8, whatever the salt!
This conclusion is clearly in accordance with the results of [18] where the maximum value is 1.84.
However, our study extends these results to the integration of an open system. Our study also
highlights the necessity to work on the system integration as the conclusions are valid whatever
the salt.

7. Conclusions

Chemical materials are available for heat storage in buildings with reaction temperatures in
agreement with the available heat. For safety reasons, those materials are non-toxic and use water for
reacting. From a selection of available data, the most promising material is magnesium sulphate with
an energy density of 780 kWh m−3.

From material to reactor, perfect reactor, the efficiency is 49 %, meaning that for magnesium
sulphate, the maximum reactor prototype energy density would be 382 kWh m−3. Of course, there
still some development to realize to increase the ratio between perfect reactor and material energy
densities. Another issue that is not under consideration presently in scientific literature, would be to
pass from the lab scale prototype to large, or real, scale reactor.
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Regarding data from the literature, the reaction enthalpy of one mole of water only varies between
55.1 kJ mol−1 and 67.4 kJ mol−1. Considering an open or closed single-stage system, the two main
conclusions are:

• Energy required for evaporation of water is, at least, 65% of the available energy of reaction.
• For a perfect system, the maximum theoretical energy efficiency of the system is about 1.8.

Dealing with the integration of the system in a building, two main issues appear, related to the
water vapor origin and the heat of condensation. If the water vapor is not energy-free and if the
heat of condensation is not used, then the maximum efficiency is 65%. For a perfect magnesium
sulphate reactor, the maximum energy density becomes 229 kJ mol−1. It corresponds to 4 times water
with a temperature difference about 50 ◦C. In that case, the difference is too low for magnesium
sulphate to be competitive. However, if water vapor is energy-free and if the heat of condensation is
recovered, then the maximum energy efficiency becomes 180 %. For a perfect magnesium sulphate
reactor, the maximum energy density becomes 688 kJ mol−1. It corresponds to 12 times water with a
temperature difference about 50 ◦C. Such solution can definitely be competitive!
The previous conclusions do not depend on the adsorbent material considered. Then, a special
attention must be paid on the system for:

• Developing water evaporation system “energy–free” or low–energy for the discharging phase.
• Developing or using water condensation recovery systems: examples of such recovery systems

are the cascaded thermal battery [35,36] or the integration of a heat–pump.

Of course, these theoretical limits remain valid for the operating conditions given in this work
and further studies must be carried to extend the conclusions to higher temperature storage. Moreover,
numerical modeling is also under investigation to evaluate the potential improvement of the system
integrated in the building.
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Abbreviations

List of Symbols
C specific heat capacity J kg−1 K−1

H enthalpy J
Lv vaporization heat of water J kg−1

P pressure Pa
Q heat energy per mole of salt Jmol−1

R gas constant J K−1 mol−1

S entropy J
T temperature K
U internal energy J
V volume m3

W work J
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Greek letters
ν stoechiometric coefficient
η efficiency
ξ advancement of reaction
Subscript
e equilibrium
evap evaporation
max maximum
min minimum
r reaction
0 standard
Superscript
0 standard
− recovered energy
+ supplied energy
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Abstract: A numerical study was conducted on the performance of a solar domestic hot water storage
system with an adsorption module operating in seven different world locations. The base system
was optimized for Portuguese conditions and, without changing the system itself and the water
consumption profile, its performance was investigated by altering local installation and operating
conditions and solar collector inclination angles. The overall dynamical model of the system was used
for numerical simulations. The improved performance of the system was assessed by the reduction
achieved on the annual energy consumption of a backup water heater when compared with a similar
conventional energy storage system (without an adsorption module). The results showed that the best
performances were obtained in locations where winter and summer are clearly defined, especially
locations where winters are colder, and with solar collectors’ inclination angles larger than the local
latitude, except for locations with low latitudes, where solar collectors’ inclination angles are not
so relevant to the system performance. It was also discussed how the performance results must be
carefully analyzed, as for low-latitude locations the absolute savings are in fact smaller even if their
relative values are of the same order or even higher than for higher-latitude locations.

Keywords: solar DWH; adsorption; heat storage; energy efficiency; climate conditions; numerical
simulation

1. Introduction

Currently, the main environmental challenges worldwide are to increase the share of renewable
energy sources in final energy use and achieve an increase of energy efficiency in order to contribute to
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. One of the most promising measures is to increase the utilization
of solar energy. However, due to its intermittent nature, there is a need for thermal energy storage
technologies in most of areas where solar energy is utilized [1,2]. This is especially relevant to domestic
hot water (DHW) systems. Water heating is still a large share of the total energy consumption
of households worldwide [3]. For example, it represents 19% of the total energy consumption of
households in the United States [4] and 14.8% of the total energy consumption of households in
the European Union [5]. Therefore, if this energy demand is fulfilled with the help of solar water
heater systems, it will help to increase energy efficiency, decrease fossil fuels dependency and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. Actually, the energy efficiency in the water heating sector has increased by
25% worldwide since 2000, and it is estimated to increase by 43% until 2040 [6], for which developing
more efficient solar thermal energy storage solutions that also increase the share of renewable heating
systems is a necessity.
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In general, thermal energy storage can be accomplished through sensible, latent, or thermochemical
(e.g., sorption) processes. Compared with conventional sensible and latent thermal energy storage
processes, adsorption can deal with the temporary thermal energy storage in an easier, more compact
and efficient way, even for long periods, with high energy densities and low or even null heat losses.
In addition, adsorption thermal energy storage systems are able to use a wide range of heat sources,
e.g., solar thermal, biomass, geothermal, thermal surplus, or available waste heat. It is thus a promising
alternative to conventional heat storage systems and also to integrating or partially or fully replacing
heating from fossil fuels or electric systems [2,7–10]. This technology is still under development, since
different issues need to be solved at both material and system levels, to become a feasible technology
for commercial applications. However, adsorption heat storage is gaining more and more attention in
the scientific community as an emerging technology; its viability has already been demonstrated, and
different adsorption cycles have already been applied for thermal energy storage in several research
works [1,8,11–15].

In this context, a new adsorption thermal energy storage system was presented and optimized in
previous works [16–19], trying to reduce some limitations of conventional sensible DHW heat storage
systems. It is especially appropriate for solar energy systems, where energy supply does not typically
coincide with hot water demands and is not possible to control. The system combines the main features
of the adsorption thermal energy storage with a conventional hot water storage tank. It is composed of
a hot water tank, an adsorber (filled with silica gel) located inside the hot water tank, a condenser, and
an evaporator. Water is the working fluid in the adsorption system. The adsorber stores the thermal
energy received from the hot water in the storage tank (desorption heat) and releases it later to heat
up the water in the tank (adsorption heat). The condensation of the operating fluid in the condenser
releases heat into the storage tank, and the evaporation of the operating fluid in the evaporator extracts
heat from the ambient.

This work aimed to evaluate the performance of the DHW storage system with an adsorption
module, previously optimized for the Portuguese climate conditions, when operating in some
representative locations around the world. It was thus an assessment on how a given product behaves
in distinct world locations without further modifications of the system itself. However, the particular
characteristics of each location were taken into consideration regarding the system’s installation
(solar collectors’ inclination), the weather data, and the mains water temperature entering the system.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Description and Operation of the Adsorption Storage System

The main purpose of the thermal energy storage system with an adsorption module is to take
advantage of the adsorption process to store part of the thermal energy obtained from solar collectors
in an effective and compact way. The thermal energy is firstly used to regenerate the adsorbent material
(desorption) and retrieved later to heat up the water in the storage tank, when the previously desorbed
working fluid is adsorbed by the adsorbent (adsorption). Additionally, the adsorption module works
like a heat pump, capturing low-temperature heat from the surrounding ambient air and releasing
it at higher temperatures to heat up the water in the storage tank. The considered system with the
adsorption module has the following specificities: (i) the adsorber is immersed in the DHW tank;
(ii) during the desorption phase, the cold intake water is preheated by the recovered condensation heat
of the desorbed vapor; and (iii) during the evaporation phase, heat is captured from the surrounding
ambient air. The system’s main objective is to reduce the backup heating needs (usually electric heating)
and likewise to reduce the nonrenewable energy consumption.

The system, presented in Figure 1, consists of a conventional hot water storage reservoir with an
adsorber unit immersed inside. The adsorber is filled with an adsorbent material and is connected to a
condenser. This heat exchanger is immersed in a secondary water tank to preheat the intake of cold
mains water and is connected to an evaporator exposed to the ambient air. These main components
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(adsorber, condenser, and evaporator) form a closed airtight circuit operating under moderate vacuum
conditions. A first valve (V1 in Figure 1) separates the adsorber unit from the condenser, a second
valve (V2 in Figure 1) separates the condenser from the evaporator, and a third valve (V3 in Figure 1)
separates the evaporator from the adsorber. A backup electric heater is used at the DHW reservoir
outlet to heat up the water, when the temperature setpoint for hot water consumption is not reached in
the storage tank. The adsorption working pair in the system is silica gel/water.

 

Figure 1. Solar thermal domestic hot water system with an adsorption module.

The adsorber, filled with silica gel, is horizontally immersed in the top section of the DHW tank,
to take advantage of the thermal stratification effect. The desorbed water vapor is condensed in the
condenser during the desorption phase. The condenser is immersed in the secondary water reservoir,
where the cold mains water is preheated before entering the main storage tank. The evaporator receives
and stores the condensed water coming from the condenser. This water is later vaporized at low
pressure, during the adsorption phase, extracting low-temperature heat from the surrounding ambient
air (similarly to what happens in a heat pump).

The detailed description and operation of the system can be found in Reference [16], while a study
regarding its optimization is presented in Reference [18]. The three phases of the system’s operation
are briefly described as follows:

(a) Charging

At the beginning of the charging phase, all valves remain closed, and heat (solar energy) enters
the storage tank. Afterward, when the water temperature in the main tank surpasses a specified value,
V1 opens (this setpoint prevents the solar heat input to be used for desorption, while the water in the
main reservoir is still not warm enough). The adsorber receives the thermal energy from the hot water
in the main tank, and the water vapor is released from the silica gel bed (desorption). The desorbed
vapor is subsequently condensed in the condenser, and the resultant condensation heat is recovered to
preheat the cold water in the secondary tank.

When the charging phase ends, V1 closes, while V2 allows, before it closes, the drainage of the
condensate water to the evaporator, where it is stored until the discharge phase starts.

(b) Storage

After the adsorber is energy-charged (after desorption) and the condensate water is in the
evaporator, all valves remain closed. Hence, the adsorption process does not take place, since the silica
gel (in the adsorber) and the water (in the evaporator) are kept separate. Therefore, the adsorption
module remains charged as an adsorption potential with no energy losses, even for long periods.

(c) Discharging
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Once the adsorber is energy-charged and the evaporator–adsorber connection is allowed
(by opening V3, when the water temperature of the main tank drops below a specified value—V3
setpoint), it promotes the adsorption of the water vapor produced in the evaporator at low temperature
and low pressure. While adsorbing this vapor and as long as the water in the main tank is colder than
the adsorber, the adsorption heat is released from the adsorber to heat up the water in the main tank.
During the evaporation phase, low-temperature heat is extracted from the ambient air. Afterwards,
when the adsorption process ends, all valves are closed again, and the adsorption module is ready to
initiate a new energy-charging phase.

2.2. Dynamic Modeling of the DHW Adsorption System

The solar thermal system was modeled using TRNSYS® 17 (Figure 2), a type of simulation
software with a modular structure, where the system is divided into a set of components (types),
modeled using mathematical equations programmed in FORTRAN [20]. Since TRNSYS® does not
present any components to model/simulate the adsorption process, the model for the adsorption
module (adsorber, condenser, evaporator, and preheating water tank) was elaborated in MATLAB®,
and the original TRNSYS® hot water storage reservoir was altered in order to integrate it, taking
advantage of the interaction capabilities between both programs.

The detailed description of the dynamic model of the adsorption storage module and its interaction
with the solar thermal system are presented in References [16,17].

 
Figure 2. TRNSYS® diagram of a solar thermal system with an adsorption module. Solid lines represent
water flow, while dashed lines represent information flow.

2.3. Methodology

The operation of a system designed and optimized for the Portuguese conditions was simulated
for different world locations. Seven capital cities, each taken as representative of different continents in
both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, were considered: Beijing, China (39.9◦ N, 116.4◦ E),
Baltimore (Baltimore was selected instead of Washington D.C., since there were no available climate
data for the latter. Therefore, the data from the closest main city were used in this study.), USA (39.3◦ N,
76.6◦ W), Lisbon, Portugal (38.7◦ N, 9.1◦ W), New Delhi, India (28.6◦ N, 77.2◦ E), Brasília, Brazil (15.8◦ S,
47.9◦ W), Cape Town, South Africa (33.9◦ S, 18.4◦ E), and Canberra, Australia (35.3◦ S, 149.1◦ E). These
locations were chosen, since they represent the capital cities of important countries located in different
continents and hemispheres, where the system’s operation can be of interest. On the other hand, most
of these countries also have high energy savings concerns and represent high potential of worldwide
science readers interested in exploring and testing the present system. The weather data for these
locations were downloaded from the EnergyPlus website [21]. For each location, the effect of the solar
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collectors’ inclination was also investigated, considering a variation of ±10◦ in relation to the location’s
latitude, with steps of 5◦, i.e., analyzing 5 different collectors’ slopes per location.

The adsorption system’s performance was evaluated by the difference between the yearly energy
consumption of the backup water heater using a conventional energy storage system (i.e., without an
adsorption module) and that using a system with an adsorption module, which is written as:

Qsaving = Qbackup,conv,year − Qbackup,ads,year, (1)

where Qsaving is the annual backup energy saving, i.e., the annual adsorption system’s performance.
Qbackup,conv,year is the yearly energy consumption of the backup water heater using a conventional
energy storage system, and Qbackup,ads,year represents the yearly energy consumption of the backup
water heater using a system with the adsorption module.

The main parameters considered in this study are presented in Table 1 and Figure 3. The adsorber,
the condenser and evaporator dimensions, and the valves’ setpoints corresponded to its optimal
configuration for Portuguese conditions, defined in Reference [18]. These parameters were similar for
all the assessed locations. On the other hand, the mains water temperature entering the system varied
according to the weather data for each location.

The dataset with the results of the solar DHW system with adsorption module performances
operating in the seven world locations and the respective climate data is publicly available online
(see Supplementary Materials, hosted at Figshare [22]).

Table 1. Parameters considered in the study.

Parameter Value

Simulation time step 300 s
Simulation period 1 year
Main tank volume 250 L
Main tank height 0.8 m

Preheating tank volume 62.5 L
Solar heat exchanger length 10.1 m

Solar heat exchanger surface area 0.805 m2

Consumption setpoint 45 ◦C
Pump mass flow rate 186.2 kg/h
Solar collector area 3.68 m2

Solar collector circuit upper thermostat dead band 6 ◦C
Solar collector circuit lower thermostat dead band 2 ◦C

Adsorption module components material Copper
Silica gel type A

 
Figure 3. Hourly water consumption profile considered in the study [23].
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3. Results and Discussion

Figure 4 presents a comparison between the annual energy consumption of the backup water
heater in a conventional DHW solar system and that in a DHW solar system with an adsorption
module for five solar collector slopes in the seven assessed locations. The locations were sorted in
descending order of latitude. For each collector inclination, the annual backup energy saving (Qsaving)
is presented on top of the respective bars in Figure 4, in both absolute (MJ) and percentual values.
It should be noted that the scales of the ordinates are not the same for all the locations.

Figure 4. Comparison of yearly energy consumption of the backup water heater (Qbackup) using a
conventional DHW solar system (blue bars) and that using a DHW solar system with an adsorption
module (green bars) for different solar collector slopes in the seven assessed locations: (a) Beijing;
(b) Baltimore; (c) Lisbon; (d) New Delhi; (e) Brasília; (f) Cape Town; (g) Canberra. The annual backup
energy saving Qsaving is presented on top of the bars in both absolute (MJ) and percentual (%) values
(taking Qbackup,conv,year as a reference).
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A similar evolution is observable in most of the locations: higher collector slopes lead to lower
energy consumptions for both the conventional system and the one with an adsorption module and
result in higher energy savings (Qsaving). Therefore, the best results were obtained for large solar
collector inclinations, thus favoring the system’s operation during winter, when the heating needs
are higher. The exception is Brasília (see Figure 4e), where this behavior was only noticed until the
collector slope was increased to the intermediate level and was then inverted with further increase of
the collector slope. This seems to be related with Brasília’s latitude—15.8◦ S, which is lower than that
of the remaining locations and between the Tropics (±23.5◦). There, the solar zenith angle is always
high, leading to higher solar radiation throughout the year (see Figure A1 in Appendix A). Therefore,
there is little gain by varying the solar collectors’ slope, as opposed to what happens for locations at
higher latitudes (the remaining assessed locations), where the solar zenith angle is considerably lower
in winter.

It is noticeable that at the warmer locations (New Delhi, Brasília, and Cape Town), despite the
fact that the percentual energy savings are of the same order of magnitude, the absolute values of
Qsaving are much lower than in the remaining locations. Therefore, considering a similar investment
cost for the adsorption system, there seems to be little advantage in installing such a system at these
warmer locations, since the effective energy savings are much lower, within the corresponding massive
payback periods.

The yearly solar radiation available at different locations and the corresponding minimum
values of Qbackup (with and without the adsorption module) and maximum values of Qsaving are
displayed in Figure 5. The Qbackup and Qsaving values can present significant differences for locations
at similar latitudes: these values are clearly smaller in Lisbon in relation to those in other locations
at similar latitudes—Beijing and Baltimore. This is due to the solar radiation availability in Lisbon
(5880 MJ/year/m2 in the horizontal plane), which is higher than in the other locations—5025 MJ/year/m2

in Beijing and 5358 MJ/year/m2 in Baltimore—, thus leading to lowering backup energy consumptions.
Accordingly, locations with less available solar radiation tend to present higher Qbackup and Qsaving

values, i.e., the system with an adsorption module operates with higher performance in these locations.
This renders a very strong Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ) of −0.94 between the maximum absolute
value of Qsaving (Qsaving,max) and the available horizontal solar radiation (Table 2). The exception to
this trend is Brasília, seemingly due to its low latitude, with similar solar radiations in the horizontal
plane and in a plane with an inclination equal to the location’s latitude, and a constant mains water
temperature throughout the year (see Figure A1 in Appendix A).

Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ) between the maximum absolute value of Qsaving (Qsaving,max)
and different locations and climates parameters.

Parameter ρ

Latitude 0.73
Horizontal solar radiation −0.94

Solar radiation in a plane with an inclination equal to a location’s latitude −0.85
Tmin,year −0.89
ΔTyear 0.81
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Figure 5. Yearly solar radiation values for both the conventional and adsorption systems, with the
corresponding maximum values of Qsaving presented for each location.

Overall, the system with an adsorption module presents higher performances in locations where
winter and summer are clearly defined, and especially in locations, where winters are colder (higher
latitudes), like Beijing and Baltimore and, in a smaller scale, Lisbon and Canberra, as can be seen
in Figures 4, 5 and A1 (Appendix A). Additionally, the solar collectors of the system operating at
these high latitudes must be oriented with inclinations higher than local latitudes, in order to present
the highest performance. In other words, the system’s performance is lower for lower latitudes and
tends to increase for higher latitudes—locations with a low minimum annual temperature, Tmin,year,
and a large yearly temperature amplitude, ΔTyear. This is noticeable given the strong ρ coefficients
between Qsaving,max and (a) the latitude (0.73, which indicates a better performance for higher latitudes),
(b) Tmin,year (−0.89, which represents a better performance for lower minimum yearly temperatures),
and (c) ΔTyear (0.81, pointing to a better performance for higher annual temperature amplitudes),
as presented in Table 2.

Additionally, a detailed yearly evolution of the best Qsaving for each location (corresponding to
the best solar collector slope) is presented in Figure A2 (Appendix A). These results allow one to
observe when and in which way the system with an adsorption module is more or less effective than its
conventional counterpart. It can be seen that, for locations at higher latitudes, Qsaving tends to increase
gradually throughout the year, thus leading to an advantage over the conventional system during
all, or at least most of, the year and resulting in higher annual (final) values. In contrast, the rising
evolution of Qsaving is much less distinct for locations at lower latitudes, sometimes adding up only
during limited periods/seasons, thus leading to lower annual energy savings. In the case of New Delhi,
the fact that it presents the highest yearly solar radiation (both in the horizontal and inclined planes),
combined with a higher mains water inlet temperature (see Figure A1 in Appendix A), leads to a
situation for which the proposed system is not an advantage: very low Qbackup and almost null Qsaving.
On the other hand, in Brasília, the mains water temperature is not so high, which combined with
median solar radiation values leads to a more distinct evolution of Qsaving, especially in the periods of
decreasing solar radiation (Figure A2 in Appendix A) and thus to a higher annual Qsaving than in the
case of New Delhi.

It is also noticeable that in the locations where the system with an adsorption module is more
effective (i.e., all the locations except New Delhi and Brasília), Qsaving tends to rise more distinctively
during winter. The exception is Beijing, where Qsaving adds up steadily throughout the year, given
the lowest yearly solar radiation and the comparatively lower inlet temperature of the mains water
(see Figure A1 in Appendix A). Compared to Beijing, Baltimore presents similar ambient and mains
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water temperature evolutions and only slightly higher solar radiation values. However, the fact that
the solar radiation is higher during the summer months leads to a lesser difference between Qbackup,conv

and Qbackup,ads, thus resulting in a less prominent Qsaving evolution during that period. The evolution
for Lisbon is identical to that in Baltimore (Figure A2 in Appendix A), except for the lower Qsaving

values at each timestep (and thus the resultant annual savings—170.8 MJ in Baltimore versus 86.1
MJ in Lisbon), since the solar radiation and mains water temperature values tend to be higher in the
Portugal’s capital throughout the year. On the other hand, the temperatures and the solar radiation
evolutions are very similar between Cape Town and Canberra (Figure A1 in Appendix A); however, the
solar radiation is slightly higher in the summer months in Cape Town (especially between November
and February), and the mains water temperature is also higher. This leads to a higher yearly solar
radiation (Figure 5) and a less prominent (or even nonexistent) Qsaving evolution during the summer
period (Figure A2 in Appendix A), which accounts for a smaller annual value of Qsaving—30.5 MJ in
Cape Town compared to that of 73.3 MJ in Canberra.

In order to further improve the system performance in the colder regions, where the energy
savings are higher, one would need to modify the system configuration (which is out of the scope of the
present study). In this regard, considering the parameters listed in Table 1, the system efficiency would
possibly improve by increasing the solar collector area, since more solar energy would be gathered and
stored during the periods with higher availability of solar radiation. However, additional care must be
taken, since the adsorption module dimensions would probably need to follow this increment to be
able to store the thermal energy surplus. This could also lead to the need of increasing both tanks’
volumes, in order to fit the adsorption module. Therefore, this assessment may not be straightforward
as it would seem to be, and further studies are required to properly analyze this effect.

4. Conclusions

The inclusion of an adsorption module into a solar DWH system is an effective way to improve its
performance. Although such systems are usually developed and optimized to operate under certain
specific conditions, they can effectively operate in different locations, provided that the installation
conditions are suitably adapted. In this case, the easiest installation parameter that can be changed is
the solar collector’s inclination angle. Thus, the best solar collector’s inclination angle for each location
and how the system performs when operating under each location particular conditions remain to
be determined.

A solar DWH system previously optimized to operate in the Portuguese conditions was analyzed
when installed and operated in seven different locations around the world, representative of the
locations with similar latitudes and climatic conditions, and its performance was evaluated by numerical
simulation. For each particular location, the best solar collector’s inclination was assessed.

The results indicated that the best solar collector’s inclination angle is not the local latitude and
that some deviation must be considered for better performances. It was observed that, in general,
the best performances were obtained for the solar collector’s inclination angles larger than the local
latitude. This favors the system’s operation under winter conditions, when heating needs are higher.
However, for low latitudes, the solar collector’s inclination angle deviation relative to the latitude is not
so relevant. Locations with less available solar radiation require higher yearly energy consumptions
of the backup water heater, but present also higher Qsaving, thus indicating that the system with an
adsorption module operates with a higher performance there.

It should also be retained that, for the warmer locations with low latitudes, care must be taken
when assessing the system’s performance improvement associated to the use of the adsorption module
only in terms of the percentual increase of Qsaving. This percentual increase can be relatively high for
these locations, even if the absolute value of this reduction is in fact low. However, it is the absolute
value of the obtained energy consumption reduction that is relevant to investment decisions.

These results allow for a deeper understanding on the system’s performance under different local
installation and operating conditions by considering a limited number of representative locations.
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The results can thus serve as a starting point for further studies aiming to extend this work to other
locations, in order to statistically assess the system’s performance throughout the world. In this line,
if the system configuration is altered (as opposed to the present assumption of “as is” system), further
studies are required to properly evaluate the optimal system configuration for each location.

Supplementary Materials: The performance dataset of a solar DHW system with an adsorption module operating
in seven world locations and respective climate data are available online at URL https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.
10048961, hosted at Figshare [22].
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Appendix A

Figure A1. Evolutions of the average global horizontal solar radiation, the average daily ambient
temperature, and the average daily mains water temperature throughout the year at the seven assessed
locations: (a) Beijing; (b) Baltimore; (c) Lisbon; (d) New Delhi; (e) Brasília; (f) Cape Town; (g) Canberra.
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Figure A2. Evolutions of the best annual Qsaving throughout the year for the locations considered:
(a) Beijing; (b) Baltimore; (c) Lisbon; (d) New Delhi; (e) Brasília; (f) Cape Town; (g) Canberra.
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